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:ITIZENS TAKE ACTION TO
AID JUSTICE.
DO MUCH CONSIDERATION




I rim° rtant Evidence Believed to
Have Been Secured at Hopkins-
v1lla-14*n County Cass.
Princeton. Ky, Dec. 5.—While
dere is no excitement on the streets
.bcre today there is intense feeling
over the outrages committed by the
-night riders" in burning the tobacco,
barns here, and the people are begin-
ning to express their views a little
more freely.
. The Rev. G. W. Hummel. pastor of
• the Methodist church, and the Rev.
Dr. Cassell, the Presbyterian minis-
ter, and one or two other influential
citizens, are taking steps to form a
"Law and narder League," with a
view of aiding justice, if not indeed
accelerating It Many of the people
are not satisfied with the manner in
which the investigations have been
cooducted, and .do not think that the
measures have been drastic enough.
There seems to be a feeling that the
peopla are being hoodwinked by thc
riders—that they are being given too
much eousiderstion and the men sus-
pected of being implicated in the out-
rages are not being brought to just
and a speedy trial.
The Law and Order League will
to composed of the best men in the
Cty, and they will use every effort
to secure evidence that will lead to
the undoing of the men who brought
the disgrace on the towa.
State Fire Marshall Mott Ayres
and all of the officers of his court
have been in Hopkiasville today look-
'rig into the situation there, and will
return to Princeton this afternoon
and resume the inquiry. While pot
much evidence has been secured, the
fire marshal feels that he is making
same headway, though slowly.
Interest centers in the trial of. Wit.
ham Winters, which will come up
Thursday morning. It is expected
tint sensational developments will
folJow the examination of witnesses
at the Winters trial.
At the investigation yesterday
evidence was offered to show that
/ certain members of the Dark Tobac-
eo Aasociation had taken an oath to
shed blood if necessary to aid the
c.aase of the planters in fighting the
trust. This was brought out by the
testimony of Price Morse, an eigh-
teen-gear-old boy who is a member
of the association, and who stated
that at a meeting he heard one of the
leading members of the organization
say:
-r want all those who will pledge
themselves to take up arms and shed
L'osod for the associatipn, to stand
Morse said many of the men stood
up, and that all those who refused
to take the oath were excluded from
the meeting.
some Important Evidence.
Hopkinsville, ,Ky., Dec. 5.—It is
rumored here that Fire Marshal Mott
'Ayres and his assistant, Clem J.
Whittemore, seemed some important
evidence here in connection with the
Princeton outrage.
They arrived in.tosvn last night and
returned to Princeton shortly before
roan. It Is known that they examin-
ed Mr. Leaveil, one of. the most
prominent totkacco men in this part
of the state, who lives near Hop-
*int:rill., and who wail in Princeton
,on the night of the raid.
Both Ayres and Whittemore, how-
ever, refused to divulge the nature of
-the evidence they had secured, and
it is impossible at this time to find
out just what was told them concern-
ing the affair, as Mr. Leavell also re-
fuses to talk.
The action of theHopkiesville au-
thorities in taking precautions to pro-
tect the tobacco warehouses of this




SIXTY LIVES REPORTED LOST




TOWN WAS LOCATED IN DAN-
GEROUS SITUATION DUR-
ING HIGH WATER.
Bridge Carried Away and Globe
Shut Off from Conunanica-
don by Rail. ,
Denver. Cola, Dec. 5.—A special
to the News from Phoenix, Ariz,
says: Private railroad dispatches re-
ceived here say that sixty lives were
lost at Clifton yesterday in the great
flood that swept through the
destroying many business buildings,
wrecking the smelting plant of the
Arizona Copper company sad tearing
out miles of track of the Arizona &
*Rico railroad.
Clifton. vitich has about moo peo-
ple, lies in a narrow valley near the
eastern line of Arizona The less
prosperous of the inhabitants live In
Chase Creek Canon, a peculiarly
dangerous situation in times of high
water. Two years ego twelve lives
were lost in the canon and immense
damage was dine by the rise of the
Sari Francisco.
ONLY PRIVATE ADVICES.
One Dispatch Say, Half of Clifton
Has Been Destroyed.
Phoenix, Ariz, Dec. 5—Up to a
Late hour last night nothing confirma-
tory of the Clifton disaster had been
received except private dispatches
sent from one friend to another. One
of these said:
"Half Clifton destroyed. I arts 0.
K."
Numerous inquiries have been df-
rected to the scene, but they have
ben unavailing. It is believed here
that a disaster has undoubtedly oc-
curred.
Clifton is a town. in Graham
County. Southeastern Arizona. In
!goo the population was S64. It Is
locateeVat the end of a branch of the
Arizona & New Mexico railroad and
has a telegraph and express office. It
is built upon the bank of the Rio




Destruction of Bridge Leaves Gioia+
In Unenviable Plight
Globe, Ariz.. Dec. 5.—All railroad
communication with this city is cut
off for a week at least by the carry-
ing away of the bridge over the Gila
river, near San Carlos. Passenger;
and mail may be transferred in .a few
days. but it may be much longer be-
fore freight can arrive here.
The Old Dominion Company has a
three-weeks' supply of fuel, but other
companies operating here may have
to close on account of shortage of oil.
It is believed that there is enough of
fuel and ,provisions in the city to
prevent any famine.
prevented the cancellation of fire
policies by a number of the larger
companies. Three companis. howev-
er, have already ordered all their
business on warehouses in town can-
celed, while others have instructed
their agents to take up the policies on
all country business.
Had the authorites here failed to
protect the properties, all of the corn;
patties would have withdrawn fromra
the town. tt is believed, as it setifj
the general understanding. thiit
they were just waiting to see- what
action would be taken. ,t
Judge Cook Takes Up Case.
Eddyville, Ky., Dec. 5.—The regu-
lar term of the Lyon county circuit
court convened here Menday -with
Judge T. P. Cook presiding.
In hit charge to the grand }dry








hi the land and mot
The docket in unusually light and
coert will hardly be in secsion more
than one week,






AND HARBORS WILL PROB-
ABLY BE MADE
Will Require Bravery to Pula the
Gaines' Bill, But it Has
Good Chances.
Washington, Dec. 5.—When asked
hy a correspondent today, for an
expression apropos of the discus-
sion of his possible candidacy next
for the governorship of Ken-
Justice Harlan of the supreme
court of the United States promptly
answered that "he hal no such
thought ndr any purpose to in any
tom engage in political contests at
an, time or in any way."
For Justice Harlan.
Washington. Dec. 5.—John W.
Langley, republican congressman-
elect from the Tenth Kentucky Dis-
trict, in an interview in the Washing-
ton Herald today declares his sup-
pert of Justice John M. Harlan of
the United States supreme court for
governor of Kentucky. The Harlan
boom is attracting great interest in
Washington and it is significant that
the venerable justice does not make
denial of the gubernatorial ambitions
which are credited to him.
MR GAINES' BILL.
It will Require Bravery to Pass It,
But Its Chances Good.
Washington. Dec. 5.—Representa-
tive J. W. Gaines was first with a
bill to increase jhe salaries of mem-
bers of the House and Senate to $7,-
co a year and to reimburse them for
money actually expended in coming
to and going from the sessions of
cengress. Mr. Gaines advocated an
ir.crease in salaries of members of
congress last session. His bill makes
the increase effective with the begin-
ning of the first Sixty-first congress,
which will begin its life March 5,
Igo&
While Mr. Gaines' bill viii not pass
as it ls, there is a distinctly strong
movement on foot to raise salaries,
and item to that effect will go in
the legislative appropriation bill. The
salary of the speaker will be increas-
ed to Woo°, the vice-president's to
$tr,000 and the members of the cab-
inet to Sto,000 if this movement is
successful. The republican leaders
have agreed on the programme and
the democrats will not fight it. In-
creased cost of living and other ex-
penses incident to congressional hfe
will be the arguments used. The sal-
ary grab bill of 1873. which retired
so many prominent men to peivate
life. Via S retroactive and increased
thc salaries of members to ;mom a
Year for the 'term which was closing
when the bill was passed. This
movement looks to the future. It
will require bravery to pass it, but
its chances are good.
RIVERS AND HARBORS
Work Divided and Sub-Committees
Will Hear Claims.
'Washington, Dec. 5.—This con-
gress will pass a rivers and harbors
The House Committee on rivers
',harbors has apportioned the ter-
y of the United States into dis-
and Chairman Burton has nam-
-committees to look after the
s of each district. The States .of
Tennessee, Alabama, .Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi and Arkanas will .present
the'r claims for river and harbor
appropriatiOns to a sub-committee
composed of Representatives (Bank-
head of Alabama, Humphreys of Mis-
s;ssippi and Ransdell Of Louisiana, all
democrats.
—Tthe traction company is put-
ting a new curve in at Sixth and
Claris atm t, it to connect the Union
014' (line with the South Sixth di-
viTion.
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LAST NIGHT ELECTIONS HELD
BY EAGLES, EASTERN
STARS AND OTHERS.
Jersey Camp of W. 0. W. Elect—
Elks' Dedication Exercises
Today.
The members of the Order of the
Eastern Star last evening met in
their lodgtroom at the Fraternity
building, and elected the following











Secretary—Miss Pauline Roth, .
Treasurer—Fred Acker. •. ,
Mrs. Wright, Mr. Whittemore, Mi3it
Roth and Mr. Acker weer all old of-
ficers, re-elected for another term.




Threatens Frisco With United States
Army---Gigantic Blow Aimed
At Strtes' Rights.
The Move Amuses Public Men--A Resolution Offered
Attacking the Legality of the Execu-
tives Proposed Action.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 5.—Pressi-
dent Roosevelt's imperial demand
that the authority of the executive be
so increased as to permit him to place
Japanese children in the public
schools of San Francisco at the point
of the bayonet has become the sen-
sation of the hour.
Senators, representatives and pub-
lic men generally are discussing with
amazement this plea for a direct
violation of both the letter and the
spirit of the constitution of the
United States. .They did not for
rouse moments grasp the full splendor
of the imperial dream. When they
did, the shock of the blow at consti-
tutional government was intensely
felt.
Thila reaction found its first expres-
sion :rt a resolutioa offered by Sena-
tor Rayner of Maryland, one of the
great constitutional lawyers of the
senate. Coldly, sharply and.in posi-
tivo terms the resolution directed that
the president inform any and all pow-
due, • it was none of the federal
gligyerninte:t's business what regula-
tion. any :Are or city in this country
*tett "Mike with respect to its pub-
lic said*.
At the installation the third Wed- 'The section of the message which
atsday night of ,this month, worthy give offense. and which was regarded
on names her appointive officers
vast are to serve with the -elactiai
ones.
Eagles 'Meted Officers.
Last night during their session in
the building at 9xth and 'Broadway,
the Order of Eagles held its election
of officers, as follows:
Worthy Presidest:-Torn Harrison.




OiVorthy Secretary—D. P. ;Marton.
EiWorthy Treasurer—Sam Gott
-Conductor—D. L. Glass.
Inside Guard—J. E. Morgan.
t Outside Guard—#i. Glass.
Trustee For Long Term—Louis S.
Levy.
Examining Physician—Dr. L. L.
Smith.
The first Wednesday night in Janu-
ary these new officers will be in-
stalled in their places.
Knights of Columbus.
The new officers to serve for the
reit year, were named last night by
the Knights of Columbus at their
ball on North Fourth street. They
ale:
Grand Knight—John J. Donovan.






Lecturer—Colonel John J. Dorian.
Advocate—Joseph Mullens.
Inside Guard—Maurice Lanihan.
Outside Guard—J. P. Obenhauser.
Trustee for Two Years—A. R.
Grouse.
Trustee for Three Years—Micheal
Williams.
Ladies of Maccabees.
The Ladies of the Nfaceabees, will
the first Tuesday in January install
their officers, who were chosen last













This evening Jersey Camp, Wood-
men of the World, meets at its ha!!
over Broa0Zoot's groc2T-; at Third
and Elizabeth sircets and elects of-




added ;nolo to enable the president,
acting foe'the United States govezn-
meatt inhiels is responsible in our in-
ternahonal relations, to enforce the
rights -or aliens under treaties. Even
as the law now is. something can be
done by the federal government to-
ward this end, and in the matter now
before; inc. affecting the Japanese,
everything in my power will be done,
and all the forces, military and civil,
of the united states which I may
lawfully employ will be so employed.'
This statement meant thie:
The matter now at hand affecting
the Japanese is the refusal of the
citizens of San Francisco to permit
*Ask Japanese to attend the public
schools with young children.
Would Disregard State law.
The president desires that the Jap-
anese be admitted to the schools, in
violation of the public school law of
C,alifrnia.
Children of California parents do not
themselves violate this law and may
not send their children of adult age
to the* schools.
The president would send she army
bayonetted and armed, to force the
people of California to do for Jap-
anese children what they may not,
under the law, do for their.owis.
It is pointed out thatthe Nerstitu-
tion of the United States provides
that all powers which are not dele-
gated by the states to the general
government are reserved to the states
themselves. One of the things not
delegated to the federal government
is the administration of the public
hoots in tlae several states.
Makes $tir at Capital.
The purpose to transgress this con-
stitutional right, and to invade the
territory of California, ems received
at Washington as the most radical
step ever proposed by a public man in
the history of the government. It
meant that by one stroke the presi
dent • proposed to wipe out the
meetly recommend
and civil statutes of
be so Itnended and
ficers, in addition to basing a big re-
ception.
Dedication Ceremonies.
This afternoon at 4 o'clock the
Elks at their new building on North
Fifth street start their 'dedication
cerenionies that will be conducted in
the privacy of the lodgeroom, the,
exercises being for the brethren one'
ly. They are held under direction of
Judge R. T. Lightfoot, the exalted
ruler, and it will take until about
6 o'clock to finish. Tonight the mem-
bership reception and banquet will be
given in the dining .hall of the hand-
scale structure. •
autonomy of (he several states, :.andl‘'
to kill the effect of the entire consti-
tution_hy paregoieg the states that
entertiPit6
Not even did the passident propose
to do this by an amendment to the
constitution which would require the
concurrence of *re-fourth of the
states, but he etsayed to make thin
startling innovalianbSr Means of
statutory enactment by the congress.
This, briefly put, is what mada
Washington gasp when the message
was presented.
Gives Rise to War Talk.
Following the publication of the
message, there came talk of ugly com-
plications with Japan. War talk came
from some sources and it was urged
that the decks be cleared for action.
This talk was discounted and ridi-
culed by all persons in authority, and
strongest of all, by all persons im
touch with great financial matter*.
These axiom appeared upon the face
of the war clond.
'A war cannot be fought without
money.
JaiNib's people ore staggering under
tbhurt debt created in the war
Englielan4d141116f th,:dcfflefthat avsar.1Pv- and ad-
viser of Japan.
England will not finance a
against the Wilted States.
The itneffilli alliance would not be
avaiiabje in such a war.
Therefore it would be a physical
impossibility for the empire to wage
such *beide without resources and
without the alliance that had made
her last war possible. The war game,
upon all intbority has its basis in
the stomach of the soldier. The
money chest is the corner-stone.
South Sides With West.
Collaterally there came the issue of
%tate rights, with the South joining
hands with the W'est against the
threatened invasion of California. The
Southern members came to the aid of
westerners with the assurance that
the regulation of the state and noC
within the purview of the federal
government. The government they
insisted, could tnake no treaty pledge
that interfered with such interne/
regulations.
Congressman Wledsworth of New
York voiced the exaretne view of the
other side when he said that seventy-
five years hence the state would lose
its individual power to govern and
that federal government alone would
remain to the country.
Resolution Voices Protest.
There hung the clash and there
promise to arise the greatest fight
ever made on the president in all of
hit career.
Here is Senator Rayner's resolu-
tion:
Resolved, That in the opinion of
the senate this government has no
right to enter into controversy with
any foreigit government relating to
the public school system of any of
the states in the Union.
Resolved further, That it is the
opinion of the senate that there is no
provision in the treaty between the
United States and the government of
Japan that relates in any manger to
this subject, or in any way interferes
with the right of tne state of Cali-
fornia to conduct and administer its
system of public schools in accord-
ance with its own legislation.
Resolved further, That it is the
duty of the president of the United
States to notify the government of-
Japan and to notify any foreign gov-
ernmeit with which the question may
arise that the public educational In-
stitutions of the state are not withiia
the jurisdiction of the United States,
and that the United States has no
power to regulate their administra-
tionT" he resolution speaks for itself."
said Senator Rayner. "It presents my
view of thesconstitutional question in-
volved, and I t ink I can demonstrate
,,aittat itlohreitresnrot :ptihna-that it is s b
onss t rannedt 
the'
ion  of 'the r.onstitutipu.%













CHRIS MOHUNDRO WAS YESTERDAY INDICTED ON THE
CHARGE OF HAVING ILLICIT RELATIONS WITH HIS SIS-
TER-IN-LAW, DOVIE BRADFORD, WHO IS UNDER SIX-
TEEN YEARS OF AGE—J. R. BROWN'. THE FISH MERCHANT,
HAD THREE INDICTMENTS BROUGHT IN AGAINST HIM,
TWO ACCUSING HIM OF SHOOTING AT OTHERS, AND
ONE WITH CARRYING CONCEALED WEAPONS — MANY
OTHER TRUE BILLS WER E RETURNED BY THE JURY
AGAINST DIFFERENT PARTIES.
Foreman Charles E. Graham of the
grand jury for the circuit court, yes-
terday said he thought they would
fteish their work by tomorrow, and
then be dismissed. If they do ac-
complish all their duties by this time,
it will be the quickest in which this
body has completed jos duties for
-many years, as ordinarily it takes at
least two weeks, while many times
the grand jury sits throughout the
entire three weeks' term.
The jury yesterday brought in a
-batch of indictments, charging differ-
eat people with certain offenses, as
follows:
Chris Mohundro was indicted on
the charge of having illicit relations
with his sister-in-law Dovie Brad-
ford, who is under sixteen years of
sge. Mohundro and his wife moved
litre last winter from their old home
is Ballard county. They brought with
them Doyle Bradford, the wife's sis-
ter who has been making her home
with the couple for some years.
About two months ago Mohundro
avid the Bradford girl eloped from
here, and were located by the wife
near Lexington, Tenn., where they
were Worn charge of and brought
bock. The girl confessed to having
illicit relations with the brother-in-
law, who is out on bond. Mrs. Mo-
bundto has filed suit for divorce from
her husband. while she and the sister
lhave both returned to Ballard county.
Three indictments were brought in
against J. R. Brown, the fish mer-
chant of lower Court street near Sec-
ond. One indictment charges Brown
with maliciously shooting at Wm.
Short, another fish dealer of that sec-
tion, while one indictment accuses
Brown of shooting at J. W. Kinder,
while the .third accuses Brown of
carrying concealed, a deadly weapon.
Several Saturday nights ago Brown
filled up on mean whiskey, and walk-
ing into the store of his competitor
Short, pulled his on, and commenced
blaring away at Short, who sat
stooped over a desk counting some
money. while Short's hired man
1Kinder, was right beside the desk.
"Drown fired several times, but none
oaf the shots took effect. These were
set for trial next Monday.
Charles Tremaine was indicted on
the charge of obtaining money by
liaise pretences It is claimed he stole
ant overcoat and claiming the prop-
erty belonged to him, sold it to
Bennie Micheal for $t. This case
comes up today for trial. Proprietor
Wilson of the Marble Hall saloon
chime the coat belonged to him and
was taken from his room over the
WrolfahoP•
A bill was returned against Arthur
Breedlove charging him with obtain-
ing money under false pretenses and
tbe case set for tomorrow. Charles
Williams charges that Breedloye
tame to him with a pair of shoes,
and claiming the property was his,
sold them to him for seventy-five
cents. It developed the property be
longed to another.
John Isbell was indicted on the
charge of stealing a horse and vehicle
from Liveryman Campbell of Bowl-
ing Green, Ky., and selling it to
Wletcher Terrell of this city for $i5 
label)rented the outfit from Camp-
bell to take a drive, and kept going
until he 'reached this city. He was
caught while en route to. the train
to go to Texas, and Terrell's money
was found in his pocket. The Bowl-
ing Green matt came here and recov-
ered his outfit. Isbell is the old man
who claimed three Mayfield boys
yobbed him several months ago at the
'Union depot here. This case comes
up tomorrow.
011ie Catlett was indicted for ma-
liciously shooting Levy Trice, several
weeks ago, during a crap game at the
tome of Torn Kelly, colored, in the
alley running from Ninth to Tenth
between Washington and Clark
stress, •-so f-11 out because
Catlett accused Trice of stealing
some moncy Prom him. Catlett pulled
-bis gun and shot Trice throught the
left arm and left leg. This case was
-set for hearing tomorrow.
Van Bankhead was indicted for
shooting at Policeman Aaron Hur-
ley when the latter started to arrest
lira several weeks ago at Itth and
Caldwell streets. The officer heard
some ,hooting several blocks away
and when Bankhead and other darkies
came along he began questioning
them to ascertain if they knew any-
thing of the shooting. The officer
learned enough to convince him
Tankhead knew something about it.
and started to arrest the negro, when
he pulled his gun, while on the run,
and fired back at the patrolman who
shot the negro in the back of the
head, hut h's carium was so hard
thi bullet lodged at the base of the
ineck without eking much harm.
Charles Hill was indicted on the
*Urge of maliciously striking Wiley,
Coleman. This charge comes up next
Monday for trial.
Rudy Ingram, alias Will Deal, was
indicted on the charge of obtaining
goods by false pretenses from Gro-
ceryman James Ward. Ingram was
given an immediate trial and sent to
the penitentiary for one year. He
went to Ward's and claiming he was
a certain other Wm. Deal, whose
credit is good anywhere, got Ward
to sell him $16 worth of goods.
Will MeMlirray was indicted twice,
rice for petty larceny and once for
once for petty larceny and once for
On the latter accusation he got one
year in the penitentiary upon trial
that was immediately given. The
petty larceny case was postponed to
be tried after .McMurray serves the
one year term. McMiurray was em-
ployed as bellboy at Hotel Belvedere
on Second and Broadway, and helped
Mr. Lee Rafalsky, the traveling man,
pack his trunk one day. When Rafal-
sky opened it he found some panta-
loons, overcoats and other things
gone. The clothes were found at
Bob Cunningham's home on Third
near Harrison street, where McMur-
ray boards. The latter had sold a
pair of the pants to Cunningham for
St by claiming they were his prop-
erty. This constituted the obtaining
rroney under false pretenses indict
!nem on which the darky got his
term. The petty larceny is the theft
of the clothing. Rafalsky got back
his garments.
Pascal Gray was indicted on the
charge of stealing a ho diamond ring
from Laura Rogers. He was then
given a term of two years in the
penitentiary.
Will Smith was indicted for ma-
liciously shooting at Georgia Spiccr
and fined $too.
IN HUMOROUS VEIN.
"Pa, what is a philosopher?" "A
poor Man who is trying to make oth•
er people believe he doese't want It
be rich."—Ch.cago Record-Herald.
"There's something I don't Eke
about Maude."
"Mercy! What ic it. George?"
"Mill Smith's arm."---Whishington
Times.
"But. Tommy," said his mother,
"eidn't your conscience tell you you
were doing wrong?" "Yes'm," re-
plied Tommy, "but I don't believe
everything I hear."—Philadelphia
Press.
Gladys—I feel sure he has never
lcved before.
Penelope—Oh, I felt the same way.
dear, when he used to make love to
nie!—New York Press.
The office boy had pied the first
page by dropping the form down two
fights of stairs. "I wish," murmured
the gentle editor, that yob had
broken the news more gently."—
Judge-
"It costs more to live than it did
years ago," said the man who com-
plains.
"Yes," answered the man who en-
joys modern conveniences; "but it's
worth more."—Washington Star.
"W'hat kind of sugar does Mrs.
Cesnetio want?" asked the grocer.
"Whs. 'couleur) told me to say," an-
swered the servant, "that as how we
in sasstiety, she don't want
refined sugar."—Baltimore
Xmilea.111111•11111111110Rine
ausband is very methodical
you say?" asked the minister. "Very,"
replied the wife of the man in ques-
Con. "He says there is a place for
everything." 'I wish you'd get that
idea out of his head that the place to
sleep Its in church."—Yonkers States-
Dian.
"Why do you avoid making speech-
es yourself?" asked the friend. "It's
better to have someone else attend
t the oratory," answered Senator
Sorghum. "In that way you can
ascertain which of your opinions are
unpopular and repudiate them."—
Washington Star.
thought," remarked the caller,
"Olaf your husband had joined the
church." "Yes," said Mrs. Boggs.
"lie did." "But he never attends ser-
vices." "I know. You see, the day
after he joined the doctor decided
that he didn't have consumption after
all."—Cleveland Leader. IThe retiring lord mayor of London,Sir Walter Vaughan Moody, doubtliSs
is glad to lay down the civic and so-,
cial cares of the office he held. Out
of 337 days as lord mayor be dined ,
away from home 257 times. These
functions in may cases were formal
and of the most dreary character.
"Ts Muffler getting a pretty fair sal-
ary?" "Oh, yes; enough to keep body




MR. DEMPSTER GOT WORD
THEY WERE SHIPPED NO-
VEMBER 37TH,
Superintendent Kebbler Now Taking
Invntory of Electric
Light Plant.
There must have gotten lost some-
where on the road, the forty new arc
globes forwarded for the Paducah
city plant by the General Electric
people of 'Cincinnati, as the consign-
ment has not yet arrived here, and
nothing can be heard of it.
M. Dempster, the representative of
the Cincinnati company, is still its the
city and received a letter from his
house, saying the globes were started
here November 27th by express, and
since then nothing whatever has been
heard. If thy got out of this city
on time, they should have been in
Paducah inside of three days, as the
express comes along about as quick
as the mails. Failure of these to ar-
rive for use, is the only thing keep-
ing Superintendent Keebler from hav-
ing the entire new outfit running. Th
new snake of arcs cannot operat
without the globe which is made
especially for this kind.
Mr. Dempster is waiting here for
the globes to come in order current
can be turned on for every new lamp
erected. He will then examine things
to see that they are ruming all right.
as his company wants the board of
worka to be satisfied with the new
outfit, before their man departs.
Superintendent Kebbler is now tak-
ing an inventory of everything con-
nected with the lighting plant, in or-
der the board of works will know
what they have on hand January tat,
and thereby be in better position to
list their needs for the twelve months
of 1037. This is the annual inven-
tory taken every December.
PATIENCE NECESSARY TO
MARRIED HAPPINESS
A good story is told of in irate hus-
band who exclaimed impatiently to
his wife, "When will you ever learn
to make cake like mother did?"
Quick as a flash came the answer:
''When you furrish 'dough' like fath-
er did."
When a young man marries he ex-
pects his wife to spring full-fledged
into all the accomplishments and
economies of homesmaking and
housekeeping.
He expects her to knaw as much
about domestic economy as his moth-
er does. He forgets that the latter
has arrived at her present knowledge
only after years of training, and that
in the beginning she probably knew
as little as the young wife he is so
ready to criticise.
He takes it quite for granted that
he should not be the experienced
man of businesa that his father is—
why, then, should he demand so much
of his wife?
Every young wife starts out on her
married career with the determina-
tion to be a good wife and house-
keeper.
Some of them, alas! fall by the
wayside, and, make a sad botch of
things, but the majority of married
women are hard-working, self-sacri-
ficing and dutiful.
No one ever gives the housewife
credit for the self-denial that she
practices daily. Everybody's waists
must be gratified before hers.
When she buys a new dress she has
I-ad to pinch and plan and save in a
dozen ways in order to get it.
When her husband buys a new suit
he practices no small economies in
order to pay for it.
It is true that a man has all the
burden of earning the money to sup-
port the family, but his wife has the
burden of making it cover the family
needs, and that is no light burden.
A young wife is bound to make
istakes, and mistakes are costly af-,
foirs where the income is small.
But, no matter how fine her home
training in domestic affairs has been,
experience is the only teacher that
leaves a lasting impression.
As time goes on she will improve,
and instead of being critical the hus-
band must be lenient.
The first year of mariied life is not
always the state of unalloyed bliss
that it is generally supposed to be.
A good deal of readjustment is go-
ing on. The young people are learn-
ing that life is not all roses and hon-
ey, but that there is a most prosaic
side to it, which must be faced and
lived with.
The wife is learning that matri-
mony and courtship are not quite one
The husband is learning that even
angels can sometimes do and say the
wrong thing.
Patience is the leaven that sweet-
ens the situation.
Neither must expect too much of
the other, and each must make the
best of the other's good points. And
then, perhaps, Me the fairy princ-
ess, "They will live happy ever af-
MANY CAUGHT
IN GRAFT NET
CIVIL ENGINEER AND MAN-
OTHERS ARRESTED AT
PITTSBURG.
Caarged That He Unlawfully Com-
bined to Influence Conn.
cilmen.
Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 5.—With the
forest of J. H. Milholland, a civil en-
gineer, on a charge of conspiracy to
detraud, the issuance of warrants for
the arrest of Joseph Flaherty and
H. T. Bostaph on the same charge.
the grand jury indictment against
President C. S. Cameron charging
him with contempt andt obstruction
of justice and the postpOnement until
Dec. 17 of the conspiracy hearing of
Common Councilman William A
Marout, the developments today in
the alleged $70,000 bribery scandal
among the officials of the Pittsburg
and Tube City railroad and members
of the Pittsburg .select and common
councils were sensational.
Mlilholland is the engineer of
the Pittsburg and Tube City railroad
He was arrested about noon today by
a city detective and taken to the cen-
tral station, where he remained in the
office of the director of public safety
for several hours, when a friend fur-
n;shed $2,000 bail for his release.
The information against him al
leges that he unlawfully combined.
conspired and agreed corruptly to in-
fluence certain councilmen in the de-
liberation and vote for the granting
oi franchises to the Pittsburg and
Tube City railroad.
President Cameron was indicted by
the grand jury for his refusal to tes-
tify in Magistrate Brady's court yes-
terday in the conspiracy hearilog of
Councilman Martin, President Cam
eron, acting on the advice of counsel
refused emphatically to answer any
question relating to the graft scandal
on the ground that he might incrimi-
nate himself. The hearing was abrupt
:y adjourned by his arrest for con-
tempt and obstruction of justice.
Tonight District Attorney Stewart
stated that Cameron would be tried
in the quarter sessions court next
Monday. On the same day a special
meeting of councils has been called
to appoint an investigation commit-
tee.
Late tonight Flaherty and Bost-
aph had not been arrested. The of-




Former Grand Opera Singer Unable
to Appear on Stage Owing to
Injuries Received.
New York, Dec. 5.—May Carlick,
widow of the Marquis de Foe, an It-
alian nobleman, and who a decade
ago was a grand opera singer in Eu-
ropean capitals, appeared in the sts-
pieme court before Justice Andrews
as complainant in a suit to recover
$Too,000 damages from the Metro-
politan Street Railway Company. She
testified that she fell 'from a Broad-
wa) car on the night of October 13.
1896. She claims that her leg was
broken and her head cut.
The complainant told the jiffy that
at the time of the accident she had
just signed a contract to appear in
grand opera. The accident, she as-
serted, was of such a painful nature
that for two years thereafter she was
compelled to go about on crutches.
The case will be resumed today.
CHARGES GRAFT TO MADISON
H. E. Legler Says Location of the
.State Capital Was Bought.
Milwaukee, Wis., Dec. 5.—Henry
E. Legler, secretary of the state free
library commission, in a lecture here
caused a sensation by saying that
graft is not a new thing in Wiscon-
son and that Modison got the capital
of the state through grafting.
Mr. Legler, who is a former news-
paper writer and at present an his-
torian, said that several members of
the Wisconsin legislature went home
after the first session of its kind ever
held in this state with deeds to val-
uable lands in Madison in their pock-
ets. The capital otherwise would
have been in another part of the
state. He intimated that there was
peculiar work behind the fact that
sections now including Chicago, Du-
luth and Marquette, Mich., are not
included 'in the state of Wisconsin.
Euriquke Cortez, new Columbian
minister of the United States, who has
arrived in Washington, has spent
most of Isis life in the financial - world
of London. For a quarter of a cen-
tury he has been at the head of one
of the biggest South American bank-
ing houses in that city.
In the last seven years the con-
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Do you want a clock that will keep
accurate time?
You can find it here.
The dainty ornamental clock, the
substantial mantel clock or the pon-
derous hall clock all are here. For CHRISTMAS Gurrs
nothing could be more useful or acceptable than one of our
reliable time keeping clocks—Come to see.
Write or Call for our new Catalogue.
JINN tAl Jeweler 
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE.
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Steam and not Water heating.













Work Will Be Started After the First
of the Year on the System to Be
Laid There,
Mr. John Holmes, chief engineer
for the waterworks here, has returned
from Brookport where he spent a day
conferring with the city officials of
that little village opposite here, re-
garding the water plant the municipal
government is preparing to install
mainly for use in *Ming tires. Mr.
flohnes got the contract of laying
the pipe and installing the machinery,
all of which is now being ordered.
Wiork on the miniature system will
Start sometime after the first of next
year. It will cost only about $8,000.
The officials over there had Mr
Holmes to come over and explain
many points to them about the pro-
posed plant. At present Brokport has
no means whatever of protecting the
buildings and homes, in case
of fire, except with the bucket
brigade, which effects no good when
a fire of any consequence occurs.
Miany costly blazes have occurred as
result of this scarcity of protective
measures, and in order to avoid
repetition, the authorities have
deemed it a saving to spend a good-
sized sum now for a small plant. and
then gradually get it back through
reduction of fires to a minimum loss.
NTS E WHO CA MILK
Indiana FarmerQ Also Specifies Age
and Bank Account.
Milrion, Ind., Dec. 4.—A woman
about as years of age, who can milk,
can get a husband who has $1,600 in
cash provided she has $t,t5oo in cash
and will enter a life partnership with
Samuel Jackson, a farmer, who lives
six miles east of Marion.
Samuel Jackson was married twen-
ty-six years ago and lived with his
wife until three months ago, when
they separated and were divorced. He
is willing to try it again, but his spe-
cifications of the second Mrs. Jack-
son have been carefully drown arel
the woman who enters copartnership
with him again must measure up to
those specifications, which are: Age
35; not ugly; able to milk cows, and
having a bank account of $1,600.
Jackson possesses all the require-
ments and abilities he demands of
the woman who is to be his wife, and
says that if they start on an equa
footing there is no reason for do-
mestiv trouble.
Jackson came to Marion yesterday
and notified John Golding, city health
officer, of his desires. Golding has
it local reputation for finding wives.
HOSE DRYERS.
Committee Meets Shortly to Open
. Propositions.
Chief James Woods of the fire de-
partment has several bids in his pos-
session, they showing what charge
each contractor will make, if given
the work of constructing the "hose
dryere that are to be placed behind
each branch stationhouse. The chief
is holding the sealed bids for the fire
committee to open them, and it is
thought this body will meet tomor-
row for that purpose. Just as soon
as the bids are opened andt contract
awarded, work on the dryers will be
started.
He who is not rich having nothing
will not be rich having all
TNE NEW ANO EILAMIEI DITNN OF
WEBSTER'S INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY •
aunts in Vombidary. It is the moat use-
ful in SA20 and contents, judiciously *e-
lected to erelude corruptions of good
usage, and to avoid unintelligible tech-
nicalitiee.
rams in Arrangement. Rath word be-
gine & paragraph ii, Its correct alphabet-
ical plEse and is readily caught by timer,.
/tunas in ittradogies. These are eons'
piece and /dentine, and embody the bad
iesu 1 tso f philology. They are notocrimped
or crowded into ohoeure places.
Excel* in Pronunciation which is indi-
catt.,1 Ly respelling with the diacritic:ally
marked letters used in the schoonxiona
the sounds of which are taught in the
public schools.
sines in Dednitiona. They are clear.
terse, yet eourroem, tt.id are given ni the
order in which the word has acquirod its
shades of meaning. Many of the defini-
tions are Illustrated.
Excels in its Appendix which is a packed
storehouse of useful laiowleclge.
Excels as a Working Dictionary. No
other nowt embodied en amen useful in-
formation, or is so indispensable in the
home, StudY, School, or office.
The International has 2380 quar-
to pages „with 6000 illustrations.
25,000 neiv words have reoently
been added and the Gazetteer of
the World, and Biographical Dic-
tionary have been completely re-
vised under the supervision of W.
T. Harris, Ph.D., _LLD., U. S.
Commissioner of Education.
trpgg —"A Test In Pronuneistion." In-
structive n-441 enler'.witting
for the whole family. Also
illustrated pamphlet.
O. & C. MERRIAM CO..
etiattattims.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
GN OF MRS. ASTOP AS
400 LEADER AT AN END
14 0 ASTOR BALL THIS SEASON,
AS FAMOUS WOMAN IS BRO-
KEN IN HEALTH.
7 New York, Dec. 5.—Mrs. Astor, the
*sternest and last of the supreme lead-
ers of New York society, never again
will *it upon her throne. In a peace-
ful, pathetic twilight, like the passing
cf a soft, gray curtain, are the im-
ages of lovely women and gallant
me.—some of whom are quick but
snore dead—by whom in fancy she
lees herself surrounded.
The scepter and the crown are still
inrs. They will remain with her
to the end, but the fingers that grasp
the scepter are sadly •tremulous. ir-
irefolute. The head is too tired to
bear the burden of the crown.
There will be no Astor ball this
season. There cannot be, for Mrs.
'Astor will not be able to entertain.
Society significantly and regretfully
remarked her absence the opening
night of the opera at the Metropoli-
tan. In her place sat a viceregent,
tier daughter, Mrs. Orme Wilson. So
the whispers ran from box to box
around the opera house that what had
been feared by her friends and dis-
creetly hinted at in boudoirs and over•
Ii scups was true.
Now, from persons who have the
irght to know, comes an admission
that Mrs. Astor must finally and for
all time relinquish her social activ-
ities. The erect, stately figure, slight,
but impressive, never again vial stand
id her magnificent drawing room
wearing her, velvet robes and match-
list jewels regally to greet the cow-
teby.ng dames and the bowing men
who were honored by receiving the
cachet of membership in America's
'nest exclusive society ci:cle—a card
to Mrs. .Astor's ball.
Opera-goers never agalin will wait
expectant for the little ceremony that
invariably invested the entrance of
Mrs. Astor to her box, the third from
the stage. It was ever the most
impressive social rite of the gay op-
era season Still, it was fitting and
Tulle scoffed at it, or would have had
it altered.
,Parted curtains would slightly quiv-
er and shake, and 'in the dim light in
the rear of the box would be seen
the gleam and shimmer of sable. seal,
ermine or lace, as an opera cloak was
lifted from the erect shoulders of Mrs.
'stor.
Unmindful of the interested rustle
that came from the audience, Mee.
'Astor would seat herself in the right-
band corner. When the lights flashed
a:p after the first act, she might be
sees calm. placid and impassive, as a
queen should be on state occasions,
chatting, bowing affably or extend-
ing her hand in greeting. White bro•
cute. royal purple or black in the
name material were the fabrics she
aftected for gowns. They were al,
ways decollete.
Kai nights of especial moment she
would don her famous diamond stom-
acher, a broad shield of brilliants.
,worth hundreds of thousands of dol-
(ars If not the stomacher, diamonds
ard pearls in any of a score of other
forms would comprise he; ornaments.
'About the neck was a broad band of
7redvet, pinned to which were diamond
stars composed of gems of great size
and worth. Her hair, until recently
intensely black, was dressed low and
waved upon either side of her fore-
head in ripples. This gave her some-
Oleg of an old-fashioned air, which
enhanced the amiability of her ex-
pression and the benign light that lay
in, her eyes.
Beginning of the End.
Mrs. Astor was brought to her
kown house at No. So Pith avenue
two months ago. Previously she had
been in Newport. whither she was
taken from .Boston after an illness
that prostrated her at the Hotel Som-
erset, and which arousei the keen-
test apprehensions of her family.
„Much mystery was cast about Mrs.
!Astor's health and her symptoms.
,The breakdown, which ra.me in Ribs-
ton shortly after she had landed there
I rom the steamship that brought her
across the Atlantic from Europe, was
'foreshadowed while she was abroad
in the summer.
All of her life—she is now near 79—
iMrs. Astor had been remarked for
Pier poise, her excellent sense and her
repressive inclinations. None of the
Oddities of manner' which usually
presage the advance of age marred
'her demeanor.
.But last summer there was a
change. As much as her strength
tuunid permit she plunged into the
ayeties of the various resorts which
Nite visited. Thlie was startling, for
lMrs. Astor for year had shunned
such things. Her high spirits were
noticeably at variance with her ens-
tomary placidity. She ranged the
ifashionable shops of London and
fParis, buying lavishly of the beau-
ltcful garments wIfich were laid out
'for her inspection. She talked of a
sccial season in New York this win-
ter which should be the clowning tri-
cr every day," she frequently told her
friend,. "Would you be surprised
if I should marry again?"
None of the toilets which she chose
was suitable for an elderly woman.
They were of brilliant hues and radi-
ant materials, the most daring con-
ceptions of the Parisian mOdistes.
Most of the gowns were such as
would be worn by a girl of 20.
Coquettish Little Hats.
With them she ordered cooquettisl
little hats, confections, such as aht
had never cared for previously
Trunkful after trunkful of these frip
peries, representing a great sum, were
examined by the customs inspectors
at Boston.
An ominous collapse sent her to
bed almost as soon as she gained
the shelter of the Hotel Somerset.
Specialists were sent for, among them
being Dr. Austin Flint, of this city.
Their verdict at that time has been
fully confirmed by her state since
she came to New York in October.
Other alienists and physicians learn-
ed in diagnoeing and coping with the
maladies and infirmities of the old
have watcher her constantly. Their
opinions coincide with thc judgment
of .Dr. Flint.
Among her medical attendants, be-
sides Dr. Flint, are his bon, Austin
Flint, Jr., who virtually lives in the
Astor mansion; Dr. Allan MacLean
Hamilton and Dr. Charles R. Dana.
Their orders are carried out by three
ef the best nurses who could be ob-
tained.
Mrs. Astor is never alone for an
instsnt, day or night. Dictated by
the circumstances, a menage of ex-
tiaordinary character has been cre-
ated in the Astor mansion. It re-
volves about Mrs. Astor and has been
arranged to suit her whims and
moods. Her old and faithful servants
are important elements in it. Act-
ing under orders from Mrs. Astor's
cloldren—Col. John Jacob • Astor,
whose mansion adjoins that of his
mother; Mrs. Oruie Wilson and Mrs.
Haig—the servants exert themselves
t3 humor her eccentricities, and obey
her orders to the letter, so far as
they may for her welfare. She is
under no physical restraint, but there
ire no regular hours for service in
the Astor mansion.
Night after night the watchman in
front sees the lights dash up in the
drawing room+, the conservatory, the
guest chambers, the ballroom, wher-
ever Mrs. Astor directs. Flint strains
of music will creep through. the mas-
sive doors and double windows. In
her restlesseess she often craves mu-
sk. Not infrequent)y- A brougham
sill dash up to the porte-cochere vrith
a yawning coachman and footman on
the box.. Thsportals will swing open,
perhaps, and a slim figure, wrapped
in lure and sustained by two serving
men, will come to the threshold.
A shake of the head and the little
group r vanishes inside. A footman
waves to the coachman and the car-
rage returns to the stables. Mrs.
Astor has been persuaded not to se
out in the dead of night to pay a
round of calls.
"If you spend the winter in the
(topics don't forget to look the cow
tree up," said a globe trotter.
"The cow tree?"
"Yes; the palu de saC3, or COW
tree. It gives milk."
"Real milk?"
'The very best. listen to what
Humboldt in his work on South
America says about it.'
And the globe trotter took down
a book and read:
"Among the many curious phenom-
ena that I beheld during my journey
there was hardly any that struck my
imagination so forcibly as the cow
tree. It grows on the rockeside of
a mountain, scarcely insinuating its
roots in the stone. For many months
not a shower of rain falls on its dry
leaves; the branches seen? dry and
dead, but pierce the trunk and a
sweet and nourishing milk At
sunrise this vegetable source is most
abundant; then the blacks and native
people hurry from all parts provided
with jugs to catch the milk, which
turns thick and yellow Gn the sur-
face."
The globe trotter, replacing the
volume, went on:
"I've tasted the cow tree's milk
and found it good. The milk has been
analyzed. It contains, besides the
fat proper to milk, sugar, casein and
phosphates. So rich is it that ordi-
nary milk is as nothing beside it. In
fact, it is as rich as cream. The Ca-
may islands, Demerara, Ceylon and
such like places all have cow trees."
The ingenuity of collectors in dis-
covery of new fields having been ex-
hausted, there is still open to them
that of collecting the finest specimen
of forged or spurious works of art,
and this is capable of becoming a
hobby scarcely less interesting or ad-




paipli of her career. think that he would
'I am growing younger and young- remember about it.
man would have heen kept




TEMPLE BROTHERS GOT WRIT
FOR THAT THEY SOLD
PERKINS.
BOOBS IN CRAW OF
urtlutti FOR PRESEN1
JUDGE THOMAS NUNN IS RE
COVERING FROM SPELL
OF SICKNESS.
W. A. Derrington Was Acquitted of
a Breach of the Peace Charge
by 'Squire Boaz.
Temple Bros. have recevored pos-
session of three barrels and fifty-six
hags of flour they sold to J. M. Per-
kins, the Eighth and Husbands streets
grocer, who was closed up a week or
two ago by M. Livingston dr Co. for
money claimed on a debt. The Tem-
ples got a writ out before Judge
Charles Emery for the flour, which
is now in possession of Constable
James Flournoy. The case comes
up for trial December 17.
Livingston had a several hundred
dollar account against Perkins and
instituted suit in the circuit court
to enforce collection, at the same
time having the Perkins store closed.
Temple Bros. sold Perkins the
amount of flour mentioned, and the
Latter not paying for it, the Temples
now sue out the writ of possession.
The Perkins store has been in charge
of Sheriff John W. Ogilvie ever since
it was closed, and. now Constabl
Flournoy takes possession of the fib
which he holds for the Temples
til the case i, tried. All the go4.ds
will continue being housed at he
closed store.
Getting Much Better.
Judge Thomas Nunn of the appel-
late bench at Frankfort has gon to
his home in Madisonville, Ky., f m
whence reports come to the efect
that be is much improved. He is
suffering from gallstones and inte d-
est to go to Red Boiling Spri s,
Tcnn., two' weeks ago for his hea
but changed his mind and went o
Madisonville. He goes back lo
Frankfort the first of next moo
when court resumes sitting, after t
Christmas holidays. At that ti
there will leave Paducah his priv
secretary, Attorney Alf Hendri
who has been here since Judge Nu
was taken ill, visiting his father, Ho
John K. Hendrick.
Breach of Peace.
Judge CriAs has returned from
Graves county, where he went and
defended W. A. Derrington, who was
'acquitted of the charge of engaging
in a fight with If. Carter. The lat-
ter was fined by Squire Boaz, who
tried the case.
Writ of Ejectment
Today Justice Emery will decide
the writ of ejectment gotten out by
L Reber against Mae Turley. The
magistrate has had the case under
advisement for several days. Reber
owns the house the Turley woman
occupies on Meyers street in Mechan-
icsburg, and wants her to get out, but
site refuses on the ground that she
agreed to buy thhc place, hateing se-
cured to this effect a contract Reber
made with a third party.
FINGER MARKS TO BE USED
In Searching for Thief Who Stole
Thousands of Dollars' Worth of
°erns.
New York, 'Dec. 5.—Detectives
from police headquarters are seeking
for the thief who entered the home
of Lippman Tannenbaum, a wealthy
diamond importer. at No. 3 West One
Hundred and Twenty-first stteet,
several days ago and stole jewelry
worth ntopoo. Gems and other val-
uables worth $20,000 in the same
room with the stolen jewels, were
cverlooked by the robber.
Photographs have been made of
finger imprints made on the window
pane by the burglar, and a measure-
ment has been made also of the im-
print of a man's boot in 'the heavy
carpet in the room direetly beneath
the. window through which the thief
entered the house.
A RECIPE FOR SANITY.
Are you worsted in a figlit?
Laugh it off.
Are you cheated of your right?
Laugh it off.
Don't make targedy of triffies,
Don't shoot butterflies with rifles—
Laugh it off.
Does your work get into kinks?
Laugh it off.
Are you near all sorts of brink0
Laugh it off.
If it's sanity you're after.






Some of our up-to-date wallpaper
in all colars and designs, from OA
cents per roll up.
WE WILL SELL AT THOSE
PRICES FOR THE NEXT a
WEEKS ONLY.
BUILDING PAPER.
Enough to cover a room for sac,
75c and $t per room. Make your
room warm and comfortable while







Call and examine our line and get
first choice of the Big Bargain
prices in pictures of every descrip-
tion from the tiny water colors to
the handsome hand painted pastels
and water colors large and small.
Some nice Pictures in the line.
Special price to cents.
Picture frames and picture mould-
ing in all colors. Picture frames
made to any size on short notice.
Special priced frames to cents each
to $1.5o per frame.
Window shades in all colors, made
to order in any size, on short
notice.
TO GET THESE PRICES MENTION THE PAP




As Many Others Have Done to
eir Great Delight and Satisfaction
MA E IT A RULE TO SAVE EOMETHING EVERY DAY, AT
ST EVERY PAY DAY AND DEPOSIT YOUR SAVINGS
HIS BANK.







Herkimer. N'. Y.. Dec. 5.—Chester
Gillette was last night found guilty of
murder in the first degree foe killing
his sweetheart, Grace Brown, at Big
Moose Lake. on July m r, last. The
verdict means that Gillette will meet
ins death in the electric chair, and
sentence will be pronounced Thurs-
day.
Former Senator Mills, Gillette'e
counsel, before adjournment announc-
ed that when court reconvened at
to o'clock Thursday morning, be
would move to have the. verdict set
aside.
The jurors, who had deliberated for
five hours, sent word at ii o'clock
that a verdict had been reached. A
moment later they filed into the cotset
room, and at 11:15 o'clock an officer
I who had been sent for Gillette re-turned n;th the prisoner.
Pale and Nervous.
Pale and a trifle nervous, apparent-
ly. Gillette faced the jury, and when
Marshal Hatch, the foreman, declar-
ed that a verdict of guilty in the first
degree had been found, the prison-
er gave no sign of emotion. A few
moments later, when his counsel had
announced ;his purpose of making
a formal motion that thz verdict be
set aside, and the judge was dismiss-
ing the jurors, Gillette bent over a
nearby table and picking up a pencil,
wrote something upon a sheet of pa-
per. Ile then folded the paper care-
fully and placed it in his pocket. Im-
mediately afterward he was taken
from the court room back to his cell
;,n the jail.
It was learned that the jury had
some difficulty in reaching an agree-
ment, and six ballots were taken be-
fore the twelve men effaced. Up to
that time the•jury had stwd eleyen
for conviction and one for acquital.
The Crime.
The crime for which Gillette was
convicted was the killing of Grace
Brown, his sweetheart, whom he be-
trayed under promise of marriage.
She was a factory girl, considered
very beautiful, and was known to
her companions as "Billy Brown,"
Her letters to Gillette, after he had
tried to desert her, were marvels' of
simplicity and beauty, and they play
ed no small part in causing the con-
viction of Gillette. The theory of
the prosecution was that Gillette,
tiring of the girl and wishing to get
rid of her in order to avoid expos-
ure, induced her to go with him to
Big Moose Lake, where he stunned
her with a blow on the head from a
tennis racquet and then threw her
into the lake. Gillette, however,
claimed they were out on the lake
in a skiff and that she jumped over-
board. Although a good swimmer,
Cillett said he had not made any ef-
fort to save the girl, and his peculiar
version of the affair was not accepted
by the jury.
Suitable Timber.
Wood pulp is made into paper, an
so trees become books.
For problem novels, knotty trees
are most appropriate.
For soulful works—the pine. •
For country yarns—old hickory.
For schoolboy stories—the birch.
For animal tales—the dogwood.
For necrologists—the %seeping wile.
low.
For sporting articles—the bozvroodis
For books on style—the spume.
For seaside books—the beech:
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The Grand Jury.
Queer things happen now a day,
Ordnutray when the grand jury be:
gins' nit session there, is a general ce-
ntrals from the city in certain quarters.
The present grand jury was impanel-
ed. Monday morninjL,but (rem some
caae or other the;garnbleeti'of the
city do- not seem to anticipate any ac-
tion on the part of that body on the
ea.bject of gambling. It is *Isis re-
ported that the grand jury will ter-
minate ka sidtic Friday and adjoorn,
end if this be true it means a radical
departure from the course of former
rand juries that were usually in ses-
sion three wetics. It further means
that the grand jury will get through
voth the jail cases and quit business.
There Must be a screw loose some-
-where, and the situation is such as to
cause the good citizens to jive 'er-
ica, thought to conditions. Here we
have citizens meeting in mass con-
vention to take steps to combat the
immoral conditions that exist in this
city and in contrast to that we have
the spectacle of the grand jury heir-
ruing to close its work and adjourn.
;Within the last year it has develop-
rd that the public gambling hells in
this city have wrecked aniT ruined the
lives of several promising young men.
It Las been openly charged and it is
a fixed belief in this city that gam-
-Ming is permitted to flourish unnio-
•
tested. Property owners are renpng
houses for immoral purposes. Firms
thave been using the vilest of ob-
scene literature for advertising pur-
poses. It has been openly charged
that certain officials have sought
bitbes. Dozens of bawdy houses
have been engaged. in selling liquors
in defiance, of all law. These are
bistitfew of the evils that have been
frequently discussed in this city late-
ly, and wit b those who know about
these things before a grand jury
much relief lean be given the lasrabid-
bug people ofthis city. The diffi-
culty with foresee-grand juries has
been that the thees:wa7ins time was
not sufficient rot that lic:ady to -probe
into the many evils that flourish in
this city, ad as a consequencera-
ducah rests under the odium 
of‘ 
be-
ing the "widest open city in the coun-
try'''. What Paducah needs is a g-tn-
eral moral tleansing and. that can
only be done by a vigorous and con-
ecientions grand jury—one that does
not fear to probe the reports and ru-
'tors that are current in the city. It
seems that but little effort should be
required to,lay bare the many gam-
bling hel:s and disreputable joints in
this city, and when that is done to
inquire into. who is responsible for
these conditions. We haven full set
of officers, and if it can be shown
that they know of these things and
wilfully refuse to enforce the law,
They should be indicted for malfeas-
ance in office.
Just one word to the law-abiding
;1.ircris of Paducah. Watch the
trend of our court affa;rs and see if
there is not something wrong some-
where. The criminal element seems
lo have the upper hand in • this city,
and the organization of committees
in each ward comes none too soon.
When thoroughly organized , and
mown to business there should be a
gen-eral cleaning out of the crim-
iLal class and all public ocicials in
sympathy with them. The people
shall and mutt get together to pro-
test themselves, and when they do
there will be a lively rushofor cover
on the part of the criminals.
President Roosevelt's ambition to
take a hand in state and munidipal af-
fairs has led him into art. awkward
predicament. The average American
citizen will protest against Federal
interference with the public schools,
or for that matter with any question
not specifically placed unded the Fed-
eral government. It seems that the
president has overlookd the constitu-
tion, and while his recommendation
to congress based on the Friseo-Jap-
school questiotOwill never be enacted
into a law, it will. furnish a subject
over which our representatives may
discuss to their hearts content, and
form an issue in the next campaign.
Without straying off into the whys
and wherefores, The Register is in-
ailed to take the stand that this is a
white man's country, and when it
comes to a show down the result at
the polls Will demonstrate that fact
Leyond the shadow of a reasonable
doubt. The Japs may be clever fel-
lows, and alt that, but they are an
off co/or. While we have no objec-
tions to their coming tv this coun-
try. we would certainly by opposed to
any changes to meet their _wishes at
the expense of peace in our own
great white fainiti.
The public schools of America are
fostered by the people in general and
we look with a jealousy to the 'erg-
fare of this great American instini-
tion. Any attempt to interfere with
the full and free control of ,the
schools by those . who support and
maintain them direct. is certain to in-
cu: the displeasure of the people,
eeen though the one who seeks to do
be the president of the nation. We
are for America for Americans first,
and for the &bens afterward;.
Look Out! There Is a Franchise
Steal Brewing.
(Chicago Examiner)
For three weeks a morning paper
of Chicago has been .preparing the
way for a franchise steal. The Chi-
cago Tribune about a month ago sud-
denly discovered that the transporta-
tion in Chicago was bad.
The Chicago Tribune for ten years
has not known that . transportation
in Chicago was bad. The Tribune
fast opened up on dirty cars; then it
followed on badly ventilated cars.
Then the Tribune came along with a
series of articles on unsanitary cars.
Thsterday morning the T4bune,
having finished this work, came out
woh a broadside of interviews with
members of the council. The Tri-
bune finds that the bad transporta-
tion of Chicago is not the fault of
the transportation companies at all.
It is the fault of the city administra-
tion. To remedy this fault the Tri-
bune would have a franchise run
through the council at once.
The Tribune is as one crying in
the wilderness for three weeks, and
when it comes out of the Wilderness
, it stands as an advocate for the grant-
leg immediately of a franchise to the
'present street car corporations.
1 The franchise grabbers have con-cluded that the time is ripe to rush
things. The Trilitine kicked up the
dust, clouded the issue, and now the
rush is "on.
:Tates or four months ago the
street car companies were permit-
ted to change from cable to trolley.
There was a promise of better ser-
...c in consideration of this change.
After the change was made the ser-
vice grew worse.
Why did it grow worse? It grew
. worse, first, because the receivers of
the Union Traction company pay no
attention to the company's operation.
They are mainly concerned in getting
a rew franchise for the stockhold-
ers and bondholders who live in New
York. They care nothing for the
needs of the people of Chicago.
This paper- charges that the ser-
vice has been purposely made worse
in order to give such papers as the
Chicago Tribune a cue under which
to serve their corporation masters.
You see the spectacle of a paper
trying to justify theft in order to at-
tain an end, and that end is not a
good one. .
The present owners of the traction
companies want a new franchise, not
fo do public service, but to put life
into their watered stocks and bonds.
This ordinance which is now be-
fore the council was prepared by Mr.
Gurley and Mr. Bliss, and men of
that sort, for the benefit and for the
lve of the traction companies. It
guarantees nothing It is merely le-
galizing a steal. ,.
For twenty-five years the present
controllers of the traction companies
have operated transportation 'lines in
Chicago. They have operated these
lines for the purpose of robbing the
pcople—getting something and gio
ing little in return.
And a newspaper that ought to be
ashamed of itself wants to cloud the
iAsne quickly and pull off a franchise
for these companies between two
suns.
Take the elevated traffic, for in-
stance. The elevated traffic is as bad
as is the surface traffic. 'Why doesn't
the Tribune demand that the loop
he torn down and the elevated cars
be routed through? The stockhold-
ers and bondholders in the elevated
companies do not want that. ti
Why doesn't the Chicago Tribu.ps!
demand now that the Union Tracticsni
cots be routed through the town? oi
Listen to some of the aldermen
interviewed. J. L. Smith, Republi-
can alderman from the . Fiftecath
ward, at the tail end of a diisertiirion,
says: "Personalty, I believe he tric-
tion companies should be given a
•
franlhise with broad reseruationa
pow cs tQ Oleo Pi.tXo4 tiOgsialraitivuT
cianagerneni and controL7st, w
Alderman Mil ton • Foteman seseAd
also solve the traction trouble tie the
quickest way poossible by granting
a franchise.
Alderman Frank Bennett says:
"The quickest and only solution of
the street car question is to finish the
present ordinances, which can be
done its a few days if day dreamers
and theorists are muzzled."
And thus you see the same old
crowd that was ready last year to
jam an ordinance through for the
Chicago street car companies, which
they in the end were themselves coin-
pelted to denounce as vicious. are
ready to jam this ordinance through.
The present ordinance would give
the company holding it a monopoly of
every street no Chicago for twenty
years and would keep every other
cceporation out of the streets. The
present ordinance would give the
company getting it the right to con-
struct a subway; and,. tbe- right tO
operate it alone. The piesent ordi-
nance, if it were adopted, would com-
pel the city of Chicago, if it elected
to own the lines, to buy the old, dis-
carded junk of the cable system.
Passage of the present ordinance
would in no way guarantee a better
system. The cold fact is that the old
crowd would still be in control, and
you know what the old crowd did
for Chicago during the last twenty-
five years. They would squeeze ev-
ery nickel they could out of the peo-
pie here, to be transferred to the owa 
• 
-
tonne M East Seventy-eighth streeters in New York City.
tod,ay and put to him this question:Here is what might be done: 'The
"Is it true that J. P. Morgan hascity under its police power can pull broached to you the matter of theevery old ramshackle car off its ant presidency of the Southerntracks. The city under its police Railway?"power can compel the rerouting of "If I were yon." answered Ur.cars. And the city under its police
power can make the Union Traction
company improve its service or get
off the streets of Chicago. The city
of Chicago can make the elevated
companies improve their service.
The receivers and the nianagers of'
the Union Traction company are fro'
competent. The mayor of Chicago
snould notify Judge Grosecup that un-
less he persooally directed the receiv-
ers immediately to improve the ser-
vice of the company he himself will
put the police in charge of the sys-
tem and operate it under police con-
trol.
Be particular. This present hue
and cry is raised for the purpose of
grabbing in the confusion a fran-
chise. There is a bad crowd in 'the
city council now. Some of the same
old crooks that helped the Yerkes
steal, that helped the tunnel steal, and
trod to put the franchise through
last year are now there. They haven't
bad any graft for some time and they
are very hungry.
Don't let the responsibility for bad
seotice be &hilted. It is on the own-
ers of the sweet car companies. This
bad service, is deliberately being made
worse to disguet you into not object-
ing to a franchise *leal.
Be careful or a franchise will be
stolen from you between a night and
morning.
The electric light people want a
franchise. The telephone people want
a new franchise. The street car peo-
ple want a new franchise. Effort was
made a few days ago to form a com-
bined movement to pull off all these
franchises at once. It looks as if the
signs are up now that this may be
attempted in a few days.
The bondholders and stockholders
who are in New York were never
better satisfied With the traction out-
look than they are now.
This present service is purposely
being made bad in the hope that the
displeasure of the people will force a
franchise.
The New York bondholders have
been nssured that it will only take
$12,000,000 to rehabilitate the com-
panies. (The companies tell the coun-
cil it Will take $4o,000,000.) They are
further told that this ordinance will
news- they can conform tot he decision.
FINES ASSESSED LETTER ABOUT WHAT
AGAINST ALL BOARD ELECTS OFFICERS
BOARD OF WORKS YESTERDAY CALLED THE ATTENTIONMESSRS. FLOURNOY, CRICE, OF THE LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITIES TO THE CHARTERKOLB AND DUBOIS FINED WHICH PROVIDES THE FORMER BODY SHALL ELECTFOR FIGHTING. MARKETMASTER, WHARFMASTER AND SEWERAGE IN-
SPECTOR—BILLBOARDS BE MOVED BACK FROM SIDE-
WALK, AND THOSE PROJECTING OUT OVER THE PAVE-
Alvin Atkins Dismissed of the Charge MENT, WILL HAVE TO COME DOWN—ASPHALT FILLER BE
of Letting Cow Rem At Large—. 'TRIED ON BROADWAY BETWEEN FOURTH AND FIFTH
Williams Held to Grand Jury. STREETS.
Now that the council tend aldermenYesterday morning in, the police
court Judge David Cross assessor:11 a are breparing to elect markettnaster
fine of $5 against each, Iudge Gk.; seavorage inspector, .wharfmaster and
Lawyer Campbell Flournoy, Council:7. —.Geoure I. ffiocers. to serve during 1907mass Louis Kolb and"Dte; Du
Bois All of them were assesied for the board of public works yesterday
engaging in a fight, Messrs. Crice arid afternoon during its session direoted
Flournoy scrapping last Saturday
at a letter to the legislative authorities
Bradshaw and Bradshaw's law office\ calling the latter's attention to a
on South Fourth, while the same day former communication sent them las
Messrs. Kolb and DiatBois fought April by the board of works wherein
the DuBois drug store on Broadway. 
at
the legislative officials were informed
Charles Stephens and George Park- that the charter put the election o
er were each fined $t and costs for marketmaster, wharfmaster and sew
being drunk. erage inspector in the hands o
There was dismssed by the the board of works, and not the leg-
the warrant charging Alvin Atkins 
court
imitative boards. The board of works
with permitting his cow 
,
to run at/ is desirious of cboos'ng these three
large upon the streets, officers who are employed in muni-
Mary Thurman, colored, was civets ciPai departments that come under
a continuance of the case charging
her with • breach of the peace in
connection with the case of Ed Wit-
ham., colored, who is accused of cut-
ting Ed Burris, colored, during a
fight last Saturday night. The Thur-
man woman was gives • continuance
oi her charge. while Williams
was held to the circuit court
grand jury in S3oo bond.
FISH DOES NOT DENY
HE WILL HEAD SOUTHERN
Silence Lends Credence to Ration Ha
Will Succeed Samuel Spencer.
pass the council, and certain
papers will not object.
They have been told that things
have been fixed up very nicely. They
telieve they are going to get the
franchise, and get 't very quickie.
And thus you see that is one of the
reesons of the campaign that as go;ng
on now for "better service." It is
supervision of the board, and look-
ing towards this end, they call again
to attention of the council and alder-
men, the charter provisions, and also
the law opinion of Hendrick. Idiller
Marble to effect that the legislative
boards have no power to make these
elections. It is not yet known which
board will choose the officials in
question.
When the city bouAt the new elec-
trical outfit for the powerhouse, ths
Gement Electric company promised
to get the apparatus here within • err-1
tam n time. It did not come for weeks
afterwards, and the board yesterday
directed Sopenntendent Kehbler, and
Consulting Engineer John Holmes to
figure ho‘v much the city should
aithhold of the outfit's purchase
price, on account of the company de-
layini arrival here of the machines
and lights.
City Engineer Washington was di-
rected to put pikng underneath the
Sixth street bridge crossing Island
creek, if they were needed to
strengthen the structure. Street In-
spector Elliott was ordered to have
cleared away the brush logs and other
debris that lodged against the bridge
supports during the high water.
Liveryman Copeland, of Jefferson
near Fifth street, wants to put an
Fish, "I should let that story pass electric sign in front of his building,
for the present." and his design for the sign was re-
"Well, is it true that you discussed) ferred to City Electrician McPherson
the proposition vrith Mr. Morgan
within the last few days or hours?"
• "If it were true," answered Mr.
Fish,. "I could not and would not tell
you at this time. It would be mani-
festly poor form for me to speak of
that sort of thing at present."
New York, Dec. 5.—Tbe fact that
Stuyiesant Fish, the recently de-
posed president of the Illinois Coos
tral, does not deny the report that he
is to be made president of the South-
ern Railway to succeed the late Sans-
tie) Spencer, gives that report the
strongest credence in the railroad
uorld.
A reporter saw Mr. Fish in his
E. W. CRUMBAUGH ILL
Managing Editor of The Register
Was Taken Sick White at His
Desk Last Night.
— —
E. W. (Cap.) Crumbaugh, manag-
ing editor for The Register is quite
ill. He was taken sick Saturday
right and Sunday suffered a con-
gestive chill, but had recovered suf-
ficient to be at his desk last night,
when he was taken quite ill again




Jefferson City, Mo., Dec. no—The
supreme court today decided that the
Missouri anti-pool selling law does
not prohibit persons from selling
pools on races to the run in this
state, when bets are registered by tele
phone in another state. The case
!rid was that of Charles Oldham, of
KansauCity, who was convicted of
keeping booths for selling pools on
races at Elm Ridge race track, where
bets weer registered in Kansas City,
Kan.
Judge Gantt wrote the opinion re-
versing the case and discharging the
defendant. All the judges concurred.
The Eim Ridge race track, at Kan-
sas City, will reopen in the spring
w'th a running meeting, as the result
of the decision handed down today
by the state supreme court on the
anti-pool selling taw, according to an
officer of the Elm Ridge Jockey
Club. The Elm Ridge course cost
$40o,000, and is one of the finest in
the country. When the arti-pool sell
Mg law was passed the track was
closed and the Oldham test case fil-
ed
St. Louis tracks may also open if
Rev. Robert M. Hopkins of the
state Sunday school association, next
Meioday and Tuesday night holds an
inatitute at the Mechanicsburg Chris
firm church, using his stereoptican
doting his address.
not a campaign for better service. It ,of the companies in New York they
is a campaign for a franchise steal, vi:1 have to spend only $to.000,000,
,'rd to show you that the traction qar,i $tz,000,000 will hardly put one-
companies do not intend to give you th d of the system in good condi-
a better service they tell the owners ti .
For approval, as was the design for
the similar sign Harry C. Hollins, the
insurance man, will hang in front of
his office.
Street Inspector Elliott was or-
dered to compel parties owning bill-
boards, to move them back from the
public asdewaik. a distance equal to
the heighth of the board, so they
would not fan on anyone passing
along the pavement. in case wind blew
them down. There was also ordered
moved billboards nailed to side of
Gilbert's drug store. 111cPhierson's
drug store, and the Paducah Banking
company. all at Fourth and Broad-
way. These signs are up from the
pavement, but project out over the
walk, which is public property. The
board also ordered that no bills signs,
etc be posted on public bridges, tele-
phone, telegraph or light poles, or
public walls.
Repairs were ordered made to the
culverts on Sowell and Bridge streets
is Venni esbur g.
The city had to repair West Broad-
way and West Jefferson, in front and
behind the railroad hospital, on ac-
count of the thoroughfares being left
in bad condition when the railroad
laid some underground 'storm sewers.
Now the city presents the bill to th!
railroad for payment of the repair
work, and as the road has some bills
against the city, the municipalities ac-
count was ordered deducted from that
of the road before the latter is paid.
W. C. Ellis complained to the board
that Sherrill-Rfiesell had a building
out upon some ground Ellis wants to
give the City for public alley purposes
near Eleventh and Jones. Nothing
was done as this does not come under
charge of the board unless the ground
belonged to the city.
It was ordered that a fence of Hes-
sig's be moved off a public alley near
Eighth and Jackson.
• To the wharfmaster was there re-
ferred for investigation, the request
of the West Kentucky Coal Com-
pany for permission to rent some
space at the public wharf, to foot of
Jefferson street, to moor their barges
to same.
Business men on the West side of
the market on Second street, put a
complaint in to the board about the
brick street being so low, water stood
npon it all the time. The complaint
ioas referred to Contractors Robert-
son and Gardner, who laid the street
and who will hare to remedy the de-
fect.
The board left over the question of
extending the culvert in Bradshaw
creek just beyond Fountain avenue
on Broadway, and also the question
of cost to Mr. Bradshaw in s orne
street extension.
The board decided that the city
inspectors stationed upon public
provements, should take an oath bud
give bonds for the faithful perfor-
mance of their duties.
When the street car company poi's.
down the new brick on Broadway
between Fourth and Fifth streets
where the bougle track was 'laced,
tile board ordered that asphalt be
t used as a filler between the brie:,
instead of sand which was between
the old brick. Where brick like the re
are once torn up and replaced, with
f sand between them, the latter altwass
washes out when the street flissher
goes over, while the asphalt clings.
It was decided the bond of Jhe
Southern Bitulithic Company •stionId
be $5.0oo, for inaints\ning the brick
and bitulithic street work and con-
crete pavements, the concern laid on
Jefferson, Kentucky avenue, and
Sixth, Seveath sad Ninth, between
the avenute-and 'edema.' The cum-
Pan,' has to maintain the work Ion
five years after nompletion. "
Complaint was Made abOlii tht
ferior street avert *oar by the ittia
car company when they tare up.
South Eighth, Clark betivises Sev-
enth and Eighth and other places.
The matter was referred to 'General
Manager Bleecker, who promised to
see that the work was done ore, and
properly this time.
The city has an inspector super-
vising the brick and new concrete
work done on Ifroadway _between
Fourth and Fifth by the street car
company. It was ordered by the
toard that the inspector be paid by,
the traction people.
Street Inspector Elliott was allow-
ed an extra team in his departments
ii absolutely necessary.'
The board decided that hereafter
no machines, tools, material, etc. in
any department under their control,
shall be loaned, sold or used by par-
ties outside these departments, with-
out peemission of the board.
Engineer Washington was directed
to have some bad curbing repaired
so Tennessee between Twelfth and
Thirteenth street..
The members officially received
the new gravel work on Sowell. Hays
and Jarrett streets, and also the new
concrete pavements on Jones be.
tween Ninth and Eleventh streets,
subject to some little repairs.
The fire departrnnt was ordered
chadged with snoo brick sold them
by the street department, for the new
pavement the fire laddiee built around
the Tenth and Jones street station-
house.
The electric light company was di-
rected to repair the pavements at
points where poles were shifted, and
where the old gas posts were taken
oct. A gas post at Sixth and Madi-
son was ordered removed.
ELECTRIC LIGHTS.
Burned Wire Caused a Circuit to Bs
Turned Out Last Night
One of the electric light company's
wires burned in two near Second and,
?ifbnroe streets last evening about 9
o'clock, and this caused a circuit of
lights down in the business sectiote
of the city to be cut off for about "in
hour, while repairs were being made
to the damaged wire. Much incon-
venience was caused to a number -f
points by the accident.
ADJOURN CITY COUNCIL
TO SEE PRIZE FIGHTS1
Pittsburg. Dec. 5.—The Homestead
councilmen transacted business in
just a half hour last night which or-
dinar'ily requires three hours of much
debate and deliberation. Frize fights
at the Fifth avenue opera house are
declared to have caused the hasty.
adjournment. The councilmen had
scarcely arrived at the• borough build
irg when they showed restlessness.
Final! yone councilman moved an ad-
journment. It was promptly taken,
and _a minute later about eight of
the ten members of the conncil were
hurrying to the boxing bouts.
HEARSE HORSES •
IN RUNAWAY.
Driver Killed and Corpse Thrown
Out and Exposed.
Ala., Dec. 5.—At Lucedale.
Miss., yesterday afternoon the horse
attached to the hearse bearing the
remains of the father of Dr. W. B..
Brewton became frightened as the
funeral procession started for the
cemetery and ran away. The driver,
Oscar Grimes, aged 22 years, was
killed and the casket was thrown tcs
the ground and the corpse let out and




















































































































BY THE JURY YESTERDAY
ED TO PAY $350 FINE AND SERVE SIX MONTHS IN
HE COUNTY JAIL FOR SHOOTING SEVERAL TIMES AT
coHN MULLElt, THE IYAINT ER, SEVERAL SiONTHS AGO
T NINTH AND KENTUCKY AVENUE--tENGINEER EDWARD
NAN SURRENDERED AND HIS CUTTING CHARGE IS
FOR TRIAL—MUCH BUSINESS TRANSACTED YESTKK,-
Y BY JUDGE REED WITH HIS USUAL EXPEDITION.
silei, the saloonkeeper of
Washington street', was
ky convicted in the circuit
Of shooting at John Muller, sev-
ths ago, at Ninth and Kea-
avenue. The Jury ordered that
pay a-fine of bp and serve
ntontha In the county ji. Leibel
in charge of Jailer James Faker
night. while today bot tawyers
aPPeall, the case.
c day Leibel and Winer get in-
argument, Liebel claiming the
made 'remarks :bout his eon-
Leibel rushed 42y 17 to his sa-
cue block away, and .eteiniiii
bit revolver, fir, t several times
*ler, but failed to sit hem
e °tipsy .pctja. jpry in the circuit
fp win trying a second charge
IAA this one accusing him
a tuisatioe m the
01 t disorderly saloon at Ninth
Wisisbittoo streets where many
tile cluaractere congregate.
of taking she evidence has not
bees haiipbs0, bat -will be this
sat da• !patter go to the
for dteialliew Le4b4 was in-
jeistlY. wit/i, A. V. Boeer, his
cr. but they arc being given
e trials.
ntauni Evitte was diosoissed of
barge of .sosaiikieg Mkehell
. esAored on account .if the lat-
tying since the riscidentl theca
porter fcr Alvey's 4:414 •tore
east to deliver some inolie.ne
s hal ordered. The negro
stop at the front door of the
home for some ine t I come
and get the medicine, bit walked
tbrowgb 'he hall and inti one c.t
tows. The jailer met him there
Odd him he eh; Ili belie kno:keel
then waited for some one to
to the door. Me. Evitta claims
Jerky insoleali 'tidied tit it I •
been used to cerryoig eiseliore eie•
"gout pcop s" hocoe At ttis
Wier thumped him good.
'Deere; leo vres Cried eso ant
for remona a baedy hoete.
Parkins, tar Me .hanicsbcrg
cent?. W ki 2:141ited u toe
of seer-rot sam'olo.e, -t his
oats era* dontisiel of the
etreeine Joon B lien on
lithe when Hobson stabbed
r eine night on egal Row,
winter. •
Ed Cloonan. engineer for the Ill:ft
:0 Central, cut Saloonkeeper Harry
Sen's throat during a fight at
htli and Broadway some months
Cluonan was realsed on bond
roished by Lawyers Hendrick and
ler, Afterwards Cloonan failed
show up for trial and the common-
ealth wanted Hendrick and Miller
"veiled to pay into court the
nt of the engineer's bond of $300
terday Cloonan showed up, the
orbliture of the bond motion set
tide and the case set for trial next
y.
Continuant:0s Given.
ponements until the next term
alert were given in the following
nts: John Jordan, charged
carrying concealed weapons:
nKoe er, charged with main.
:
i
,. trice; May Shoemaker,
vs. maintaining a nuisance
Ile• of a bawdy beim: Me-
son Kebbler, charged with adultery:
rank Stevenson. John Cress, Alf
enkeY. Sam Henley, George Pool,
antes Neely, all charged with gam-
nag; Burnley Jones, charged with
oaring another's vegetables.; J. J.
arnhardt, charged with gambling;
Pearson and   Mitchell,
herged with furnishing liquor to a
nor; Bud Tucker, breach of the
cc; Dick Tucker and Clair An-
rrson, charged with disturbing pub-
worship; C. H. Barber, charged
ith a breach of the peace.
Indictments Filed Away.
The bills filled away, to be brought
toi on propitious orasions in the fut-
re are: Sam Brown, J. R. Schaufner,
k Allen and Sam Story, charged
tab gambling; Viola Marks, charged
with running a bawdy house; Luta
Norris, charged with fornication;
°tale B. Gilbert, charged with
taming a nuisance in the shape
a commission brokerage "bucket
shop"; Ed and William Harris,
ckerged with breach of the peace;
nry Hayden, 'charged with gam-
ic; Sam Proem, charged with
bling; Becky Hudson, charged
with running a bawdy house.
Left Open.
TIke Oourt left open for the time
being tile following cases: James
Sliereill, C. E. Bkeknell, Kenney
pl./array, Bob Wathen, Harry Allen,
411 saloonkeepers charged with fur-
Waking liquor to minors; AnIcs and
Cora 'Bidger,'charged with weaning a
bawdy house.
Tom Emery was dismissed of the
charge of suffering gambling upon
his place.
James 'McKinney's appeal case was
re-sa for trial next Monday.
There was reset for tomorrow the
two indictments against Samuel J.
Bitlington, one accusing him of
weongfully arresttrig E. B. Wood-
ward, and the other charging Billing-
ton with pointing a pistol at Wood-
ward. Woodward took an order to
enlarge a picture for Billington, and
one day went to deliver the picture.
Billington was away from home, and
on returning, found some one\ had
stolen $te from the place. Ile se-
cused Woodward lel it. and wit/ a
revolver, arrested the picture man,
who came clear and then had Billing-
ton indicted, while from a civil action
standpoint Woodward is now ming
Btllington for Sto,000 damages on ac-
count of the alleged false arrest.
Petit Jurors Henry Seamon. /burr
E Johnson. J. H. Rickman and Geo.
W. Brownell were excused from fur-
thee service on the jury, while their
places were taken by C. W. Corneal,
Ira Barsky, N.. L Shelton and Harry
M Dalton. At adjournment Mr.
Dalton was excused, account pressing
business demanding his time.
Civil Actions.
An answer was filed in the suit
of G. B. Williamson against Clarence
H Sherrill. Some one stole William-
son's horse and brought it here
where Sherrill bought it,, believing
the animal belonged to the man dis-
posing of it. Williamson came here
insj locating his animal, demanded
possession. which° was refused. Wil-
liamson then sued for the beast d
Continuances were greeted in tit?
suits of Rivers vs Elliott; Estey OP-
izan Company vs C. J. Kopf; Graham.
vs Grimes.
Gip Husbands some weeks ago
sued Sam Holten for $.47t.25 the
letter owed him. Husbands got judg
meta and had sold Hollan's house
on North Seventh, the purchase price
to be taken to satisfy the judgment.
After the sale Hollhan raised the
money and on paying it over to Hus-
bands, the court set aides the sale
of the property, which remains in
Hollan's possession.
Judgement was given James W.
Lang, administrator of W. E. Allen's
estate, against the City of Paducah
for $141. The late Mr. Allen improv-
ed Broad street from Sixth. West
many years ago, and the city eirgi-
neen gave him a line that caused
part of the work to cover private
property. Wm. Leuphue refused to
pay the contractor, and Mr. Allen
sued the city and Leuphue. Mr. Allen
died and his brother-in-law, Mr. Lang
took charge of the estate, revived the
litigation, and got judgment against
the city, while it was dismissed as to
Leuphue.
—Central Labor union gives
smoker tonight at the hall on North
Fourth.
PEOPLE SNUB SCHMITZ.
O'crevd Falls o Give Hint Ovation
When He Appears in Court.
San Francisco, Dec. 5.—Mayor
Schmitz and Abraham Reuf appeared
before Superior Judge Dunne for a
rearraignment on charges of eatore
emu preferred by the grand jury. The
court room was thronged with spelt;
tators. No ovation greeted the
or when he approached the T.
S'nereh Israel, which contains'
court Where his trial will take..Plasst
He was accompanied by his aef.dr
and when he took his seat beforei e
bar there was no greeting between
himself and Ruef, who had, arrivod,
earlier with his counsel. Their actio4,
seemed to indicate that the s'crations
between the mayor and Ruef had be-
come strained.
Attorneys for the two ir.dicted men
asked that the arraignment be post-
poned for one week, pleading the fact
that the mayor had orrivect in the
city only a few days before and had
net had time to confer with his coun-
sel. Assistant District Attorney He-
ney objected 'to delay in the case of
Ruef, while admitting that it could
be fairly granted to Mayor Schmitz.
Finally Judge Dunne set next Thurs-
day as the day for the arraignment.
Sir Trews recently told a health
society meeting in London that as
regards the treatment of our. meat
before we eat it we have made no
advance on the habits of our ancestors
the cave dwellers, •
DISPOSES OF
REHKOPF STOCK
MR. EARL WALTERS HAS AR-
RANGED TO SACRIFICE
THE GOODS
He Intends Closing Out, By the
First of Next Year, the Eatire
$48,coo Stocks
Mr:" Earl Walters, who bought he
general stock of the E. Rehkopf
5ad41ery Company, at the bankrupt
trustee's sale ieveral days, ago, is
preparing to tell out the varied as-
sortment of goods, as shown by his
advertisement in this issue, Mr.
Walters purchased the stock when
Trustee Cecil Reed of the E. Reh-
kopf Saddlery Company's bankruptcy
case, offered it for sale to the high-
est and best bidder. The purchas-
er acquired the goods in the stores
at to7, lop and lit South Second
street, and also that of the tannery
In Mechanicsburg. .
The stock is one of the largest in
the South and includes about $411,coo
worth of saddke, collars, harness,
loprobes, hardware, and other goods,
which Mr. Walters will start dispos-
ing of Saturday morning in one of
the greatest sacrifice sales ever con-
ducted in this state. He intends to
close out everything he has on hand
by the first of next years in order to
empty these buildings of the goods.
Last night a force of fourteen men
were put to work getting the goods
straightened out at the South Second
street stores, in prepanng for the
oak. They will be engaged at this
task day and night until Saturday.
• • • • 4. + • • • • • • • • • •
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14r s. Thomas Roberts, Sr., of
:.ashville. is visiting her son, Man-
ages Thomas Roberts. Jr. of The
Kentucky.
Sire Mollie Rollston, of Spring,
field, Mo., is visiting her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. A. L. Robertson of South
Tenth.
Mrs. Mary Harris. of South Fifth,
next Sunday goes to Ardnaore, I. T.,
to visit her daughter, Mrs. Carrie
Maxwell.
Mfrs. F. Matthews of Kuttawa is
visiting here.
Engineer Frank Harris will l-ave
Saturday for his home in Pueblo,
Colo, after visiting his mother. Mrs. 
MaryHarris of South Fifth.
Ur. H. S. Wells and wife returned
yesterday from Logansport lnd.,
where they were called by the fatal
•illness of the formers father, who
died several days ago.
Miss Ella Patterson returned yes-
terday from an extended stay in
Louisville.
Deputy United States Marshal
Wade Brown returned leo evening
from Grand Rivers.
Miss Mary Waller of Bowling
Green, Ky., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Henry Hughes.
Miss Katherine Flowers of Colum-
bus, is visiting Mks. Wen. Pippin of
South Thirteenth street.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Fetter hate
gone to Chicago to visit. ,
Mk. John Vogt and wife of Nash-
ville, Tenn.. are here attending the
bedside of ,the former', sick sister.
Katie Vogt. .
Mks. H. C. Warden has gone to
Greenville, Texas, to join Mr.
Warden who has located there.
Mks. Maggie Franklin of Adams
street- Igo-game to, Risehlo, Colo.
Mrs. S. N. Drwris and sister, Arms
Mary Jones, of Bandana, are visiting
in the city.
Mr. D. J. Nfullaney has returned
from Cincinnati where he went on
business.
:Misses Vera Johnston and „Mamie
tatter have returned from visiting in
Nashville. Tenn.
o Mr. Louis C. Eberley has gone to4' eiVark, Ohio. where he was called
the death of his brother, James
Fiberley.
. ;Mr. W. IC. Coolidge and bride, nee
"Miss Soule, are expected today from
Wisconsine to visit the hatter's
noother, Mrs. Bettie Soule, while en-
-ratite to Memphis to live.
ildrs. George Bury of Clinton, Ky.,
has returned home after sriait.ng Nftrs.
Carrie Johnston of North Fifth.
BAWDY HOUSE CASES KEPT
QN DOCKET BY THE JUDGE
JUDGE REED YESTERDAY REA CHED THESE NUISANCE IN-
DICTMENTS IN HIS COURT, AND CONTINUED THEM
OVER INDEFINITELY, SO THEY CAN BE TAKZN UP AT
ANY TIME AND THE MADA YES PROSECUTED SHOULD
THEY ATTEMPT TO RE-OPEN THEIRHOUSES—FRONTIERS-
MEN VERY ACTIVE IN WA TCHING FOR INVASION BY
THE DISSOLUTE WOMAN INTO RESPECTABLE PORTIONS
OF THE CITY.
Yester+ay in the circuit cosset hedge
Reed reached on his docket the in-
dictments charging the following
madames,...fortnerly on West Court
street, wide' tnahithinineftiti .ces' 'if
the shape of disOrdCiiii houses, or
bawdy ilitablishments; Frankie Dix-
on, Moliie"Neif, Mallie Grooms, Lotta
Jacobs, Ida Eastwood, Ilelen West-
lake, Ella Howe, Daisy Allen, Lucile
Agnew and Annie Cox. On reaching
the case* the judge continued them
over in order to have the indictments
upon the docket for immediate trial
if he hears that the madames have
not obeyed his order to abate the
nui sance.
These indictments are the ones the
judge had brought in against the
women last September, when all were
fined $50 and coos each and the court
then issued an order "abating the
nuisance." The charges stand on the
docket forever, if the judge so de-
sire* and then if at any time any of
the women open their establishments
again for business, all the judge has
to do is 4o revive the nuisance in-
dieemints and have all the madames
or any others sent to jail for con-
tempt of court in not oomplying with
his abatement instruction.
Tliere does not exist at present any
cause for the judge to take up the
Indictments, as the women have all
closed their houses, and most of the
inmates scattered out, some leaving
the city, while others have Tented
houses in different portions of the
community. The "locating com-
mittee" for the "Frontiersmen' are
gradually getting the names of the
owners of houses rented in setpect-
able communities/Igo these lewd char-
acters, and at next Tuesday night's
mass 'meeting at the city hall by the
good citizens of Paducah all these
names of proprietors, togetlet with
the inmates, will be made public,
the former have not arranged to rid
their residences of the aissolete
females. If the houses are -sot forth-
with emptied, the "Frontiersmen* will
get indictments for the owners,
charging them with renting property
for bawdy porposes, while the in-
mates will be warranted also.
MRS. BEASLEY BOUND AID
GAGGED BY TILE' RO
LAST NIGHT NEGRO ENTERED BEASLEY HOME ON ELIZA-
BETH NEAR THIRD STREET, AND AFTER BINDING AND
GAGGING THE WIFE OF B AMER BEASLEY, RCBBILD THE
HOUSE OF SEVERAL DOLL ARS--DEPUTY THROGNORTON
AND KR. KOERNER COULD NOT LOCATE IM PADUCAH1
THE NEGROES WHO KILLED MARSHAL DALEY 01
ERTOWN—OFFICER HURLEY FLNIOUJ..Y LANDED JOILIINTE
O'CONNERS nt JAIL AFTER THE LATTER ESCAPED TWICE
• The police are now scouring the
city in search of a small, yellow
negro, who last night abonly before
• crielesek entered ebe haw of Mr.
Beasley. the barber, who resides on
Elizabeth between Third and Fourth
streets, forcibly tied the hands of
Mrs. Beasley gnd then robbed her of
several dollars. The authorities have
a good ilescriptiou of the culprit and
are watelaiug every corner for him.
Mks'. Nasky was at home with
the children, her husband being
away at the time. She heard a rap
at the front door, and opened same,
thinking it was her husband. The ne-
gro quickly stepped inside, grabbed
Mrs. Beasley. with a rapid move stuf-
fed her mouth with paper to prevent
on outcry, and then grasping her in
hie arms, quickly Nied her hands be-
hind her with a stocking. WIth
brutish fbrce, Ise then commanded the
woman to either divulge the hiding
place of her money, or be killed. The
frightened lady pointed to the dress-
er drawer, and motioned that that
was where the money was kept.
Rushing over there, the negro grab-
bed the $5 inside and dashed for
the door through which he made his
exit in the dark and escaped. He did
not touch anything else, or offer ad-
ditional violence to Mrs. Beasley who
quickly gave the alarm that resulted
in everybody in that section joining
the party searching for him, but he
could not be located.
Mrs. Beasley suffered quite a nee-.
vous shock by the attack and Dr.
Troutman was summoned to attend
her.
Escaped Twice.
Yesterday afternoon Gfficer Hur-
ley saw John O'Conners, a tramp.
lying in the hollow near Eleventh
and Caldwell streets. The, officer
arrested him, but the little Irishman
beat a rapid retreat and escaped. The
officer over took O'Conners. and
while talking to him, welting for the
patrol wagon, the tramp again ran
off rapidly. Finally in a few hours
the police for the third time located
the fleet-footed tramp and this time
lodged him in jail. Mr. Hurley did
not want to shoot to stop his man,
lowship with man.
whom he thought was shung, but
O'Conners proved the liveliest
"arunk" ever known.
Officers Left Yesterday.
Deputy Sheriff Throgmotron of
Marion, Ill., and Mr. Koerner of
Harrisburg, 111., yesterday morning
returned to Southern Illinois, after
spending . here the night before
searching for the three negroei who
fatally shot Marshal Daley Saturday
night at Spillertown, several miles
from 'Marion. The officers could
find nothing of the trio here after
looking into all the negro settlements
and went back to Illinois to continue
their search.
Woman Struck.
Florence Efla Prude yesterday got
P warrant against Wm. Gatos, charing
lem with striking her.
Hope of heaven doesn't tempt as
many people to be good as the fear
of hell drives to it.
The reason some people miss hap-
piness is because they cannot under-
stand how close it is to them.
, Dr. Dwight's
Lilyderma Cream
Prevents and cures chapped rough
skin. Makes the skin soft, moo*
and white. Removes all blemishe
caused by the cold winds.
Delightful to nee alter Obeying..




Cairo, 25.6, 1.9, fall.
Chattanooga, 5.5, o.t, fall,
Evansville, 15.0, 3.9, fall.
Cincinnati, 12.5, 0.5, fall.
Florence, 4.o ,o.a, fall.
Johnsonville, 7.4, o.8, fall.
Louisville, 54, o.3, fall. .
Ms. Carmel, 47, o.2, fall.
Pittsburg, 5o, at, falt.
Davis island Dam, missing. -
St. Louis, 10.o, stand. ' • •
Mt. Vernon, 15.7, 2.3, fall.
Paducah, 18.1 2.2, falL
Burnside, 1.8, 0.2, all.
Carthage„ 3.4, 03, fall. •1
The Jim 'Duffi went to the SgSite:
river yesterday after a tow of
.. irk steamer City of Memphis lett
for the Tennessee river yesterday..
afternoon. She comes back agiin next
Monday night.
The City of Saltillo should pass me'
rf the Tennessee river today en ronte.
back to St. Louis.
The Georgia Lee goes up tornAr•
roe, bound for Cincinnati from Miler
?nix. •
The Joe Fowler went to Evansitififi
yesterday. She comes back totems*
TCW.
The John S. Hopkins comes in lb-
day from Evansville and skips out
immediately on her retuzn tfiat wog.
The Dick Fowler goes to Cairo tbde
morning at 8 o'clock and comes batt-
teriglit.
The Buttorff went to Nashville yes-
terday and comes back Sunday. Mon-
day next she leaves for Clarksville.
The steamer Kentucky comes from
the Tennessee river late tonight. Sbe
lies here until 5 o'clock Satutrday if.
ternoon before skipping out on her
return trip.
NOT SO ILL.
Dr. Coleman Was Some Better Lai*
Night At His Home. 0
•
The report last night was that Dr.
Robert Coleman was dangerously
at his home on West Jefferson street,
but his physician and business aselo-
ciate Dr. J. Q. Taylor stated late lett
night that although Dr. Coleman was
confined, still his condition was not •
serious and he was some better.
Canal boats propelled by ges ea-.
gine% supplied from plants on tete -
boats which make the gas from coal,
are tiled in Germany. For slow bolts-








WATCHES, DIAMONDS AND JEWELRY.
Advertise in the Register and get results
Now is the time for you to fill yout c holm. Lump 13c, Nut 12c'
Reniuckv ana Illinois Coal
Also dealer ir LIME an CEMENT- Agent hi Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT"
Ii Mt Cunningham,










We rcommend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointhig healing and
softening . application . for
chapped or cracked skin or lipe.
A a one night cure for
chapped lips and akin rough-
ness; Heals, softens arnoothea,
beautifies. Delightly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or













Old Phone 03 Red; New Phone $
PADUCAH. ICENTTIC.EY.
DR. W. C EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist)




Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers. tall
Worth Fifth. Both Phones 355.
Residence ioti taay, use Phone 1190
 •
WE USE 
J. K. HENDRICK, 3.0. MILLER,




Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes rr.atch.
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttes*
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky. Satisfy yourself by




Eithest Prices Paid for Second-Hand
STOVES AND FURNITURE
Buy anything and sell eves7esissg•
soS-..o Court Street. oia Phase
cr3r4A.
Clem Fransiola
&TOWN() WAGON IN CONITEC-
TION.
DR. HOYER
Room 209 Fraternity Building.
IDffise 'phone Old 331 R. Residence
chime old 464.
WOW IS THE TIME
THIS IS THE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCoRPORATED
306 B'way. Day and Wight
Free Catalogue School
Excursion.
St. Louis and Tennessee Rives Pack-
et company—the cheapest and bee
irscursion out of Paducah.
eo an For the Round Trip to
tiPtIvUU Tennessee river& rotor?
1116011mIllmr•Millsoll
It is a trip of pleasure, conitoe
and rest; good service, good tali
.1good roans, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. ea
For other information apply to Jag
iKoger, superintendent; Frank L
erown, agent
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.







Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Rooms 1, 3 and 3 Register Buhl.
lag, 913 I-a Broadway.
OLIVER. OLIVER & WOREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Beata% Ey, rear baal
Marshall Comity; Paducah, ET
Room tie Fraternity Building.









Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building






J. C. Flournoy Cecil R.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.
Rooms to, tt and ta, Colnaloia Bldg.
PA.DUCAH, Y.
11.T. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE too NORTH FIFTH
T ELE MON ES :









Round trip to EVANSVLLLE AND
RETURN, continous passage 114.00;
Unlimited ticket $3.co meals and
berth toctuded.
'ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. Pert7
of five or over II:4o each, without
meals; Sum with assals.
Good music on all the boats. For
,nrther particulars see
S.‘,A. FOWLER, Oen. Pus. Agent
or GIVEN FOY/LER, City 'Pass
Mist Time ft%
The heiress—The majority of art-
ists are poor. I wonder why? The
Count—I presume it is because most
of them ini,rry for beauty.—Chicago
,JAPANESE WOMEN'S CODE.
Teachings Which Have Become Part
of the Practice in Every
Household.
The work of the Countess °yams
and other Japanese women in organ-
izing the hospital service of Tokio and
the various societies for aiding the
Japanese army is distinguished for Its
splendid spirit and its modern meth-
od. Anyone who has watched and
admired it, says Youth's ComPeulon.
will take up with aroused wonder a re.
cent book—the translation of the pre-
cepts of a Japanese sage, which tot
generations have been the foundation
of feminine training in Japan.
The book itself is not now mach
used, but its teachings have become a
part of the practice of every Japanese
household.
"The worst infirmities that afflict
the female." says the sage, Kaibars
Ekken, "are indocility, slander, jeali
ousy and Wiliness. These infirmities
are found in seven or eight out of
every ten women, and from them arise
the inferiority of women to men."
He boldly punt the doctrine of thi
wife's obedience on an impregnable
ground. "Such is the stupidity of
woman's character," he says, "that II
La incumbent on her in every partio
ular to distrust herself and obey het
husband."
The system of rewards and punish-
anent for women aztends over this life
and the life to oome, and maintains an
Ingenious balance "A woman must
look on her tuaband," says Kalbara,
"as if he were heaven itself, and neve,
weary of thinking bow uhe may yield
to her husband, and thus escape °slew
Usti castigation."
Kalbara disapproves for vonsaa In
diligence in the pleasures of the the
▪ of mastic, at whoa, and eves et
tea.. Curiously eamegh, he would not
hays her very tensions, and this tot
a reason which no Christian would be
likely to guens—a kind of 00•Jullla
'baloney of heareaZ 'The visa" he
nays. "mast not enter Into an hTOwel,
ant familiarity with the gods."
This Is a highly oriental view of
woman's place in the scheme of things.
Yet no one who knows ta. bast Jay-
Knees women can doubt that, whether
Localise of Kalbara's teaching, or to
spite of it. they are a lovely type of
gracious, tle, vigorous, loyal,
achieving womanhood They may
have been slaves in the past, but they
were always charming slaves. Now
that new Japan is setting them free,
their liberty has not destroyed tblls
charm, but enhanced it. 
KNEWWHAT HE WANTED.
And It Wasn't Anything in the
Reading Line, Shit Some-
thing to Nat
With a bunch of Ottawa people wise
took In the Topeka state fair the
other day were a visiting missionary
and an old gentleman who was earl
deaf, and who had never seen • bill
of fare Lsed in a hotel, relates the
Kansas City Journal.
The preacher took occasion to dis-
tribute a variety of religious tracts
through the coaches, and the old ern
tleinau being unable to take part ut
the conversation, acquired a collectios
of the literature and assiduous!,
perused it throughout the trip lie
was fairly well sated with religious
lore on arriving at his destination.
The first care of the hungry 'neve
sionista on reaching the capital tit,
was to secure dinner, and they re-
paired in a body to one of the penile
pal hoteds. Tbe old gentleman was
enviously out of his class. It was evi-
dent that he was a little bewildered
by the unfamiliar usages of a modern
hotel, but made his way with the
others through the fair-time press and
secured a seat at one of the tables.
He appeared to be surprised as ha
seated himself. "'Pearl like we're
too early—there ain't no rittles on the
table," he remarked to a companion,
As he didn't hear the reply it is un-
neceallary to repast it bere.
"Order, sir," perfunctorily larked as
overworked waiter, pausing behind
him and submitting the printed mean.
His voice was inaudible to the maul
with the auricular handicap, who cos-
ternptuously waved the paper aside.
Puzzled, the knight of the tray
passed on, and shortly had an apps
thing array of viands spread on bat,
flanks and opposite to our friend se
unfortunately ignorant of the conven-
tions.
To the sensation of hunger was add
ed a growing measure of wrath as the
COMMISSIONER'S ALE
In pursuance of a judgment 0:
McCracken circuit court, rendered at
;ts  term, 4036, in the action
of George Langstaff, executor, 8,:c„
piaintiff, against Florence Jenkins,
defendant, I will, on Monday, De-
cember to, (about the hour of ro
o'clock a. m.), tr6, (being county
court day), at the court-house dour
in Paducah, Kentucky, sell to the
highest bidder, on a. credit of six
months, the following described prop-
erty, viz:
Lying and being in the city of Pa-
ducah and situated on Broad alley,
beginning at a point iss feet 9 inches
from the corner of Fifth street and
Broad alley, between Fifth and %xtlt
streets, thence at right angles in 4
southwardly direction to Island creek,
thence at right angles and in a west-
wardly directIon 30 feet to a point,
thence at right angles in a northward-
ly direction to %Broad alley, thence at
right angles in an eastwardly direc-
tion with Broad Alley, 30 feet. to the
point of beginning, and having a
frontage of 30 feet on Broad alley,
and running back in uniform width
to Island creek, to satisfy judgment,
interest and cost, amounting to $---.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may 'issue
when due.




In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Crackeu circuit court, rendered at
its October term, igo6, in the action
of R. C. Leeper vs. J. W. Puckett,
and E. C. Terrell vs 5. W. Puckett.
(consolidated) defendant, I will, on
Monday, Dedember go (about the
hour of to o'clock a. m.), isio6 (being
county court day), at the court-house
door in Paducah, Kentucky. sell to
the highest bidder, on a credit of six
months, the following described prop-
erty, vu:
Lying and being in the city of Pa-
ducah, McCracken county, Kentucky,
being part of Block No. et, in Harris,
Flournoy. Trimble & Norton's addi-
tion to Paducah; beginning at the
northeast corner of Tenth and Bur-
nett streets; thence extending with
Burnett street toward Ninth street
rso feet to a ten-foot alley; thence
with said alley northwardly 40 feet;
thence at right angles tso feet to
Tenth street; thence at right angles
with Tcmh street ao feet to the be-
jeuning; to satisfy said judgment, in-
terests and cost.
The perehaser will be required to
give bond with approved security.
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
etay of sale, having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due
This 7th day of December. 006.




In pursuance of a judgment of Mc-
Cracken circuit court, tendered at
its October term, too& in the action
of Wm C. Titsworth plaintiff, against
Joseph Titsworth, drendant. I will,
on Monday, December (about the
hour of to o'clock a. m..) igo6 (being
county court day), at the court-house
door in Paducah, Kentucky. sell to
the highest bidder, on a credit of six
months, the following described prop-
erty, wit:
A certain tract of land in the coun-
ty of McCracken. in the State of
Kentucky, containing I6o acres, more
or less, it being the southeast quar-
ter of Scetion 26. Township 6, Range
t. west, and being the same land con-
veyed to said Mary It Allcock by
B. B. Allcock and his wife. and J. 0.
Allcock and his wife, by deed dated
the ifith day of November. 1858. and
rid man noted the astonishing rad, 'row of record on page 333 of Deed
that everybody in the room but him-
self appeared to be supplied with food
He began to glare, and, his condition
bring suddenly discovered by the head
waiter, that functionary struck the
fag of dignity and hastened to per-
eonally attend to the neglected guest.
"Your order, sir"
And again a bill of fare was thrust
before the exasperated old gentleman
The latter grasped it and tore It up.
Then he roared:
"Blast your infernal tract! I don't
want to read; I want something to'
eat!"
Get Back at Hine
Algernon—I heah that you and
Clawrence had an altahcation lawst
Dint and he called youh evahwy-
thing.
Pereival—Yaws, but I got even with
him, dealt boy. I called him noth-





Resident of Bridgewater)--0k, ant
se darn slow; the Outmost* Wry is
News. main' ter non-supportl—Pnek.
Book "A," in the office of the Clerk
of McCracken county court; to satis-
fy judgment, interest and cost.
The purchaser will be required to
give bond with .approved security,
bearing interest at 6 per cent from
day of sale. having force of replevin
bond, on which execution may issue
when due.
This 8th day of December, 1906.
Hendrick, Miller & Marble, At-)
torneys.
CECIL; R E ED,
Master Commissioner.
Democrats Triumph at Portland, Me.
Portland, Me., Dec. 4.—Justifying
the confidence predicted by Demo-
crats, Mayor Nathan Clifford (Dem.)
was re-elected by about 700 plurality.
Official figures will not be ready until
late. The Democrats also appear to
have elected seven out of nine alder-
men, the exceptions being in the
Deering district, Clifford won from
Mayor' James P. Baxter (Rep.) last
year by a plurality of alf.
edierlbe wit dm WOW"
aumsrliZmaaautemontusussimasui




DOING BUSINESS IN THE CITY. MONEY LOANED
ALL VALUABLES.
I. COHEN
soli BOUT H SECOND,
Caron Directory Comp
Of Louisville, Kentucky
Brmich Office in Paducah sa
REGISTER OFFICE•
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah,
have placed copies of the directories • I the cities named below in the
ing Register ofhce at 523 Broadwa y, where the public is inefted
when desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
THE SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABIT
ONE-SIXTH te THE POPUI:Pir 'TON
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good health and this com-
bined with modern sanitary
fixtures helps to keep the doctor out
of your house. 1111Madmer Porcehin
Enameled plumbing fixtures m eke
healthy bath rooms, are sanitary and
have a beauty all their own.
If you intend making bath room im-
provements, let us show you samples of
this &mow ware. We guarantee good
work, prompt service and attention no
matter how small or how large your job.
E. D. HANNAN.
P'hones not 132 It Oh.
Paducah Steam
Dye Works
We have enlarged our business and
are prepared to turn out more and
beta; grade work. Cleaning. Dying
and' Italiidring.
K. C. Rose, Prop.
339 South Third St
A tourist informs us that in a re-
mote Yorkshire dale he had a most
interesting chat recently with an old
lady of vo, who had never seen a
railway train, a triotor car or a bicy-
cle, and who for seventy years had





Will trat scintifically with the lat-
est Improved internments and sgs to
date treatment all diseases of &Now
kited animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY AT.
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offics Thompson Transfer Co, &el
'phones 357.
Residence Phone 2933.
C. MANNING SEARS, 19).









































e and His Brother Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN. TUNER.
handsome SilverwareToy:"Tg 





011t SILVER ARE ALWAY S SURE TO PLEASF7Mile
MAMIE MISTAKE IF YOU PURCHASE SONE OF OUR
=MI AND BEAUTIFUL srLVERWARE.
OUR GOODS All NEW—UP TO DATE—SOMETHING
THAT WILL PLEASZ—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR 000D3 VALUES.
J. L. WANNER, ilwrglitiAN
10. uy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS'
.Wkite Ambulance for sick and injured only
Offbe and residence 213 Souttc.i3rd Street!




owe 306 'roadway Phooaa:Ottlos 383--itssidance1696
aducah Transfer Company
(em Awed.)
GENE R AL CARTAGE:BUSINESS.
SUPERIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING /*EIGHT, MACHIN
MT AND HOUSEHOLD GOOD S.
OFFICE SECOND AND NW* ROE. BOTH PHONES.





Loaded Black Poiriler Shells
Shoot Strom ooki Evenly
Are Siiir Eire,
Will Stand Rektading.
They Always Get The ease.
For Sala Eweitvwber..
ubscribe For The Register
PROTECT BREEDING WRNS.
liesserratIosdi Established by Prost-
date!. Order in Throe
Locations.
Klecutive orders creating three new
?Nervations for the protection of the
reeding grounds of native birds were
it
ed by President Roosevelt October
The names and locations of these
nations are as follows:
"Siskiwit islands reservation."
racing all of the unsurveyed islands
the Siskiwit or Menagerie group of
• at the mouth of Siskiwit bay, on
With Of Isle Royal, in Lake Superior,
• 
This reservation ,embraces sec-
33, 24, 35, 24, 27, 33 34 and 36, la
ip 64 north, range 4 west. Upon
islands between 6,000 and 10.000
ng gulls breed annually, besides a
ember of other species not nearly so
numerous. It is the largest and most
•sportant herring gull colony within
he limits of the United States.
The "Huron Islands reservation."em-
Huron Islands group lying near the
-furon islands group, lying near the
total' shore of Lake Superior and em-
srseing sections 21, 27, 34 and 35, in
ownshlp 53 north, range 29 west. Rich-
man. Some 1,500 gulls, together with 2
number of other water birds, breed upon
Aese islands annually.
The "Passage Key reservation," em-
racing an island near the mouth of
ranspa bay, on the west coast of Florida.
cnown as Passage Key, and situated In
section 6, township 34 south, range 14
oast Thousands of handsome terns
have bred upon this little key annually
ever since the Florida coast was first ex-
plored, but during the past year the egg
seaters made regular trips to the island,
and each time not only plundered the
aside of the fresh eggs, but also de-
droyed all eggs partially Incubated
and unlit for net This action prom-
ised annihilation of the colony within
a year or two. At the time the egg hunt-
'ng was most active other parties is-
lacerated a mo‘etnent to secure title
o the island for resort purposes This
•Sort, If it had been successful, would
lave resulted Is a destruction of the
Dreading colony. as complete and ai.
most es soon as the egg hunters would
save accomplished that end so that the
•reation of the reservation is said to be
extremely opportune.
The National Association of Audubon
societies has placed wardens in charge
.if each of these reeervatIona, and the
slaughter of the birds and plundering of
their nests has been stopped.
TRAGEDIES OF THE MAILS.
.any Family Skeletons in the Apart.
meat Houses oi New
York City.
"No postmen the country Over NM 07
much pathos in their rounds as the men
of the New York force," said the man
In the gray uniforms. he lighted a com-
sorting cigar after being relieved from
duty, relates the New York World.
"It seems to me sometimes that every
boarding-house room, every cranny In
a furnished-room house, and even the
best of apartment-houses conceals
some sort of a family skeleton or a small
tragedy. I suppose New York Is a good
place to hide yourself in, and then so
many young men and women coming
here in search of fine positions or cs.
reere meet with discouragement. With
those people, a letter may mean hope or
Life itself.
-In Oats and apartment houses when
Lb. janitor or a hall boy distributes the
mail, or In • boarding-house where it
passes through the hands of eervaatia
you can see women in all styles of nein
!Igoe costumes, banging over the bô
ustredea, their eyes just bagging for •
letter.
-One woman In particular I remelts-
bar. frhe lived in • flat four flights up,
and morning after morning I would
and her shivering in the vestibule and
waiting for me. She watched me bun.
erily as I distributed the mall to the
various bores. Nothing ever came for
her, and she never told me her story,
but somehow you could read It In het
face, which grew thinner every day
t last I brought her a letter, and what
do you think she did when she looked
at it? Just dropped at my feet in a tidy
little faint, after one scream of relief
and joy that brought the janitor on
the run.
"Then there was a nice little girl els(
watched for me every delivery last sum
oser. She'd elways ask: 'Anything to'
.namma to-day?' and when I'd shah,
ny bead she'd run right upstairs. The
miter told me about them. The bus
'and had deserted them—and in th,
end, as the woman was sickly—the
ity had to take care of them. It mare,
nee tired to think of that nice, bright lit
he thing being in an orphanage."
DESERVED TO BE Kft11014
Kan Who mule Too Many Points*
Gans* of Seven-Up Nightly
Treated.
"Not long since," remarked Col. R.
IL Johnston, of Houston, relates the
Washington Poet, "a Texas negro was
up before a magistrate far aggravated
insult He had battered a fellow Sena-
gamblan to such an extent that the lat-
ter had to be sent to the hospital fear
repairs.
‘"The trouble arose over a gems of
wird, aid the maa who lost his money
was the asCondant in the courtroom.
you anything to say la your
*ern behalf?* inquired the Justice.
" yo' loner, sur, low me to azyou jai as. question?' replied the de-
fendant
• 'Go sok' said his honor.
"1 begs your pardon, judge, and!
Soul mesa no imperdenee, but does
you usdenstan' de cane uf sebben up?'
"That has nothing to do with this
came so fur as I can see, but go on,
fellow, with your tale. I do under-
stand it.'
"'Well, so?, me an' die nigger wus
er playia' gibbon up, an' I we.. six to his
two. It was my deal, judge, and ha
begged. I looks at, my Ilan' an'
(remember I was six to his two) I
seed the jack. de tan and de trey, so
ob eose I gives, which puts him three.
De fast eyard dl.. coon !midis at me,
judge, was de ace of trumps, an' I puts
down my trey. Des next he loses de
king, an' I gives him my tan spot.
Sere as you born, dat rascal plays out
de queen and ketches up my jack,
which was sboly bad, but at de las'
he Slags down de deuce, as' at eat
osalls't keep sill) any ledger. "Wei
and I iris up as' ?etched him iv lick
dat ksiodrod hiss oat I hopes jet
kosor'll be easy on ma.'
"'The Wiesner seam!, lieekarged.'
gooth the magistrate. "Any man wise
makes Mgt, low, jack, gift sad the
gam* in ens bead deserres to be
killed.'
An Ingenious Policeman.
Many tales have been told of th•
finest," but the ingenuity of a Newark
op or trial for neglect of duty is hard
o beht
A jewelry shop had been entered and
• tray of jewels carried off under the
re, y eyes of the cop. On trial the fol.
riving conversation took place between
he police commissioner and the so
used:
"Why didn't you see the man?"
"I did see him, your honor, and asked
him what be was doing hanging
around."
"What did be say?"
"He said he was lookIn' Into the toes
don, as he was goin' in for jewelry him-
self."
"Well, he did. He robbed the store."
"Well, your honor, even if he was a
thief, he was nb liar."—N. Y. Sun.
M• ern Life.
She—Is It true hat your brother is go
tag to remarry is divorced wife?
He—Yes. Me became so well an
juainted with how during the diverts
tried that he tell la kwe with hem-
TOO MANY HAD REMEDIES.
And Nose of Tien Were Any Geed
fc.r the Ran Who Was
bleeding.
A laboring man, with dinner pail be-
side him, sat on the curb at Fifth av-
enue sad Madison street the other
worming, relates the. Chicago Inter
(ices*. He was bleeding from the nose,
and a crowd of eympathIsers stood
around. There was a crimson pool re
no small size between his feet, and a
couple of newsboys had euppended
business hoping the patrol wagon
would be called. "He's bisedin' to
del', sure," said one of the kids. Some
bystander suggested that a cold key
down the back would stop the bleed-
log. but no one bad a key to spars.
-Why don't he press the reds 'andel,
the cheek boncer said another. Then
came a little man whose age and tree,
suggested knowledge. "Get a piece of
ice and put It at the back of his neck"
%vas his remedy. "Sure," said a boy,
who quietly returned with the ke.
Tbe crowd parted to let the 11We man
reach the sufferer. He clapped the Ice
on the patient's neck. The Ice slipped
and disappeared Inside Mr. Nosebleed's
enderwear. There was an immediate
transformation. "Get out of here
•oed km' me alone," he abacted,
and as be arose. with blood on his
clothes as well as le his eyes, the crowd
includIng the little man, retreated
Just then the patrol wagon cams and
took the mar to a beePital- "Els
sondition was serious," said the sur-
geon. "Overheat In the furnace room
where he worked caused the hemor-
rhage. Don't monkey with son bleed-
SERMONS FROM PEOPLE.
Where Nesery Ward Beecher Got Ma•
*trial fer Many et His
Dissestrees.
Wherever be went, Beetle,. ase,
United his study of Hie through rib
eerestion. Nothing else was half ea
tatereetthg, writes Orison Swett May
den, In Success Magazine. To hits
man was the greatest study In the
world. To read human nature. to
Plate the right values upon men, to
emphasise the right thing in them, to
be able to discriminate between the
genuine and the false, to be able to
pieree their masks and read the real
man or woman behind them, was aa
peoompliahment which he regarded as
one of a clergyman's greatest weapont
Like Prot. Agassiz, who could wee
wonders in the scale of a fish or a
grain of sand, Beecher also had an
ere like the glass of a microacopa,
which reveals marvels of beauty In
the dross and common things It had
a magnifying power which sees the
miraculous and beautiful in the com-
monplace. He could see beauty and
harmony where others only saw ugli-
ness and discord, because he read the
bidden meaning in things. Like
Ruskin, he could see the marvelous
philosophy, the Divine plan, In the
lowliest object He could feel the
Divine presence In all created things.
Wanted Raney All the Time.
A negro was complaining that his
wife kept asking him for mosey. "it is
a dollah, a fifty or eben a Quetta'. It
Is money, money all of the time," be said.
"What does she do with all of the
money?. asked an !enema bystander.
"Don't know," was the reply; "halal
°Ober gib her nose yit"
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROADJIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, 1906.
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cincinnati - 
Leave Louisville 
Leave Owensboro .., 
Lave Horse Branch 





Leave Pr‘testou  
Arrive Paducah  






Arrive New Orleans 
No. iot N7. to 3 No. Eat8:20 Lnx 600 pan.
a ea • lams 1:0.01. 940 9111. 7:30 a-4
64o p.m. oo
. •.2:28 p.m. 12:08 a.m. 11:05 LIM
• 3.30 p.m. :o3 A.M. 12:3D p.m.
. 4:08 p.m. I:4o a.m. 1:28 p.m.
• 12:50 p.m. 440 p.m. 8:3o LOA.
•  7:00 p.m. 8:05 a.m.
9:45 p.m. it zaio
AN 4:55 p.m. 2:27 a.m. 2:35 p.m.
•  611: 
m
3:45 a.m. 420 p.m.
3:40 a.. 4:15 p.m.
 
7:20 p.m. 4:50 a.m. 6:oo pas.
  8:06 p.m. 5:5r a.m.  ••
i• 8:13 p.m. 6:or A.M.  •
-1:t0 pan 8 :AO
735 am.  
a.m. •
10:35 A.M. 8:15 p.m.  
No. ioo No. 104 No. 120
7:10 p.111 9:15 A.M.
045 a.m. 8:50 p.m.   :
8:o7 am. 10:10 p.m.
11:58 p.m.
1035 a.m. 12:35 am. 6:oo
zzao A.171. 1:43 am. 7:40 aux
▪ 11:25 am. 1:48 am. 7:50 a.m.
12:39 p.m. 3:03 &AL crao LEL
6:15 .in. 5:30 am.
8:to a.m.. 9:25 p.m
• 3:45 9-111- 9:45 a.m.
. 1..a8 p.m. 3;61 to:35 a.m.
2o5 p.m. 4:3o am. tz :30 MIL




9L1.5 P.m. 12M0 noeS 
NORTH BOUND
Leave New Orleans 
Leave Memphis 







Arrive 'Nashville  
Arrive Eranavillb  
Arrive Nortienville
Arrive Central Cite 
Arrive Horse Banta 








Arrive St. Louis 
SOUTH BOUND















840 PAM  •
6:30 a.m. 
7ao a.m.
3:35 p.m. woo am.
CAITC-)--NABliVILLE LINE.
NORT BOUND • zoi-8,21 13.5-835
Leave Nashville ..  8:to am. 
Leave Hopicinsvi:le  11:20 a.m. 64o a.m
Leave Princeton  2:35 p.171. 743 a.m.
Arrive Paducah  4:15 P.m. 9:25 a.m.
Leave Paducah  •  6:t5 p.m. 9:30 a.m.
Arrive Cairo . 7:45 P.m. I1:10 ant.
Arr've St. Louis  7:20 a.m. 4:312 p.m.








SOUTH BOUND t 22422 136436
Leave Chicago  6:30 p m. 9:40 a.m.
Leave St.l.suis  9:40 p.m. 1:50 p.m.
Leave Cairo  6vo a.m. 5:55 Pm.
Arrive Paducah • •
leave Paducah  
7:105 a:m 73:4o p.m.:re
Arrive Princeton  51:44 a m 4:45 p.m, 
ArriveHopkinsville  6:xo p.m.
Arrive Nashville  ..  925 Pm-
•
• ..... • •
• • •
Trains marked (5) ran daffy except Sunday. All other trains rutsdaily. Trains 103 and 104 carry through sleepers between CincionaV.Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot arid too sleepers between Louis-
ville, Memphis an,I New Orleans. Trains 8ot and 822 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train &a connects at East Cairo with ChicagoWeeper. For further information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah, Ky.
R. M. PRATHER, Ticket Actin, Union Depot, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., to tirrille. Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. a P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH. G. P. A., Maws,
W. H BRILL. D P St Lawn *4
POINTED PARAGRAPHS..
'A soft snap is better than hard
luck.
When you die the world•will keep
right on going around.
A woman's color comes and goes
according to her makeup.
Some men seem to -think that dis-
honesty is the best-paying policy.
A man's honesty may be dne to the
smallness of the bribe offered.
There are times when an ounce of
ingenuity discounts a, ton of energy.
Football players ought to be able
to travel on their check in after
years.
Marry a soubrette if you are partial
to good kicking and poor cooking.
There isn't very much hope 'for the
art student who is unable to draw his
own conclusions.
A man never fully realizes how
homely he really is until he has his
picture taken in a group.
A cynic is a person who says hate-
ful things because he is unable to
attract attention in any other way.
Always listen to an honest opinion
—if for no other reason than because
it's different from yonr own.
.1 The average m-an thinks he would
have an excellent chance of occupy-
ing the presidential chair if the office
sought the man.
it's the man who never doer any-
thing who is always Johny-on-the-
spot when it comes to telling how
things ought to be done.
The woman who paints her pale
cheeks pink looks with scorn and
contempt apon the woman who has
occasion to dye her hair veil—Chi.
cage, News.
An Aspiration.
"Why do you want to lasome rich?"
"Well," said the somewhat miss/
person, 'I'd like to have the Moons and
iehaire that sircedd permit.. to lectors
people oa the Welty at wealdlig wealth./
.41fogiiijtimi Oleo .•••••••
Filipino as a Laborer.
If properly managed, the Filipian
is a fairly good labore:. lie can-
not "be kicked and cuffed and cursed.
Treat him roughly and it is only a
matter of a Jew hours when his sis-
ter or his cousin or his aunt will he
sick and he will have to hurry to
her side. And that will be the last
that boss ever sees of that Fiii-•
pino.
The Filipino laborer needs efficient
overioght. He needs more oversee-
irg probably than most other labor-
ers; but with the right kind of ove--
sight he does much useful work, work
gcod enough to offset the expense of
supervision. The .Man;la harbor.
works, representing an outlay of $4,-
000,00o, stands largely as a monument
to Filipino labor wisely directed. The
_natives engaged iii that work we-e
encouraged to bring their familes
with them, for the Filipino is a great
lover of home and family. They had
their brass band, for they greatly
joy music, and on Sundays they at-
tended their cock-pits, which to thqr
Filipino mean even more than does
the baseball diamond to young Amer.
,ita.—Henry C. Ide in the Independ-
ent.
The king of Italy's hobby is the col
lection of coins. In hi--; collection are
more than so,000 specimens. Strange-
ly enough, be is not musical, much to
the regret of Is musical subjects, of
whom there are so nanny in that land
of sunshine and song,
Dowie the Prophtt
(Chicago Chronicle.)
It seems to have taken a great deaf
to convince the disciples of Dr. Dow.
that he was crazy. Nearly every-
body in this community came to that
conclusion years ago when he frit
announced that he was the reincar-
nation of the prophet Elijah, an/
when he was subject to paroxysmq
of groundless rage and inicontrollabie
vittiperation. In spite of all this bt-
admirerq still clung to his infallibil-
ity until last Sunday, when he imag-
ined himself delivering a fimeral ad-
dress over a deceased. military hero.











IKEHKOPF SADDLERY CO. BANK4WRI\ STOCK
Beginning Saturday Morning, December 8, J. E. Walters, who bough
Company's stock, will Start the greatest bankrupt sale ever held
Prices slashed in half on the $48,000 general stock, which intl
HARNESS, COLLARS, WHIPS, LAPR.OBES, HORSE BLANK
first class horse goods of all kinds. Do not miss this opportunity






















— Sherman's Financial Backer.
When John Sherman made his
Aest campaign for the house of rep-
s, sentatives he was poor .in every
.„
1,ecuntary sense. He still lacked the
means to pay his necessary traveling
expenes in 186r, when henry
, Cooke and a few other friends
orought him out as a candidate for
the seat in the Ur(ned States senate,
which Chase had vacated to enter
tincoln's cabinet. The Sherman men
presented his rase to Jay Cooke, who
kid the bills that were incurred in
interesting campaign. After his
election Sherman went to Philadel-
phta to propose to the banker a
-teteulation in government supplies,
but Jay 'Cooke had fixed his eyet
• spoil the work of the treasury de-
pzstment. This was the task of his
choice; he foiesaw that it would be
' eine of great magnitude. It was an
npportusity 'to strve his country and
to engage 'his patriotic impulse. He
rfveuled aU speetilattiotts• in ..eottconi
nrcove_ndkr, blankets en live 'stock,
:irmly suppresser). such a dispoSition
his partners, and gave hi atten-
tioa.isadividedtrint The sale of gov-




You determine the blessings you
will receive by the size of the dog
rt which your benefit,go out.—Hen-





We furnish the materials—fresh
for the cure of acute pains in
the back, chest or side due to
cold or other cause, nothing
helps as much as a good strong
fresh, porous plaster. To get
quick results see that the plas-
ter you use is not only of stand-
ard make, but be sure it is
fresh. GET IT FROM US.




107-109411 SOUTH SECOND ST
INSURANCE
POLICY SUIT
THAT OF ROSE ESTATE INSTI-
TUTED AGAIN IN CIR-
CUIT COURT.
Maggie Siegfried Filed Action for
Divorce Against Fisuband, Lean-
der Seigfriecl.
Felix G. Rudolph. administrator of
the H. A. Rose estate, yesterday filed
suit in the circuit court against the
Interstate Life Insurance company
for Sto.000 claimed upon the policy
of that amount Rose held in the com-
pany during life.
This suit was instituted some
months ago in the state circuit court.
but transferred to the United States
I court where trial of it was entered
into three weeks ago, but the litiga-
tion withdrawn before going to the
jury. Now the petition is brought
again in the state court, the new
document covering some defects that
existed in the original one.
Wants A Divorce.
Maggie Sliegfried filed suit for di-
vorce against her husband, Leander
Siegfried. to whom she was married
in Tennessee, on February 13th. 1894
He abandoned her two years ago, and
besides the divorce, she wants pos-
session of her two children. Carl, aged
8 years, and Zola, aged to years.
Both Eascutod Bond.
Harry Wallace, yesterday qualified
in the county court. as administrator
of the estate of his late sister, Ifyrtle
Wallace Phillips, and gave '4 his
surety bond his mother, Mrs. 0. C.
F. Wallace. Robert B. Phillips yes-
terday qualified as administrator of
the estate of his brother. George E
Phillips. and gave George C. Wallace
as surety on his bond.
Licensed to Marry.•
The clerk issued the following wed
(Nog licenses; John Win. Albert aged
24 and Annie Rosie McGlaughlin
aged 24. of the city; Thomas A. Mills
aged 38, and Minnie Alice Jones
zeed 33, of this county; H. L. Travis




Jake Biederman has sold to Wm
Reynolds for $375, property in Row
landtown. the deed being lodged yes
terday witIt the county clerk.
Estella Alvey transferred to B. B
Griffith for $t 000. property at 27t1
and Kentucky avenue.
The real swell xmas present is
the little minature platinum pictur
the latest production in the photo
world.
Special prices for the next two
weeks.
RILEY & COOK'S STUDIO.
FIRM ALLEGED TO HAVE
SWINDLED HIGH ROLLERS
Paris, Dec. 5.—Prince Frederick
Charles Von Hohenlohe. a son of
the former German Chancellor, has
started proceedings to cause the ar-
rest of Philip Simeon' de Fleres and
Dixmer, a firm of so-called bankers.
on the allegation of haying swindled
him. out of nearly Stoo.000 by means
of fictious financial operations.
It is said that this firm succeeded
in obtaining about $2,00o,000 from
other persons' ineluding a number of
the family of the Duce -Broglie, who
are said to have lost $1,2oo,000: the
Marnuis de Canay, the Marquis de
Castejuas and Prince Orloff. who are
said to have lost $1,00o,000 each. •
•People who sow no joy are first to
complain when ' they reap none.






Kiss Mary Murray Will Not Resume
Bar Duties Until After New
Yeas—Superintendent Ill.
Professor E.: G. Payne, of the
High School, yesterday finished mak-
ing out the -statement showang the
students of that department entitled
to special mention for deportment
and scholarship during the past
school month.
The following are entitled to men-
tion for scholarship and deportment
both: Annabel Acker, Jvsie Acker,
StelLs.Boriclurant, Mary Bondurant,
Marjorie Ilegle, Virginia Gilbert.
Kathleen Garrote, Jessie Goiwieux,
Virginia Holland. Pauline flask. Bes-
se Karnes, Bessie Lane, Saidee
Smith. Marguerite Schwab. Lorain
Sutherlend. ..Helen Thompson, Ella
Milhelm, Marion Williamson, R. J.
Barham, Gorge Katterjobn, Bell
Nichols, Mildred Piper and Eunice
Robertson.
For deportment only—Ruth Bell,
Anna Mae Burrett, Lucile Hardt,
Gene Morris,. Grace •McGlathery, Nel-
lie Piper, F.Ilen Rutter, Eureka Ru-
dolph, Vera Smith, Kate Steinhauer,
Es** Smith, Dora Venice', Clark
Bondnrant, Clara Smith, Chesley
Gregory. May Flower, Isabella Grif-
fith. India Lang, Mary Wheeler, Mar-
ianna Young. Robert Fisher, Chy
Leigh, George Rawleigh, Claude
Reeder and Clyde Torrence.
For Scholarship—Aimee Dryfuss.
Eleanor Hock, Louie Lofton, Clara
Thompson, Irma Yeiser and Frank
Young.
Camino= Out.
Miss Mary Owen Murray hrs de-
cided not to resume her teaching at
The Washington school building. on-
tit the first of next month on account
of her throat not being ertirely well.
She has suffered for two months now,
and her room has been instructed by
Miss Fannie Stanley who taught in
the county schools for fourteen years.
Miss Happy Nlewell substituted one
month for Miss Murray, but when
Rev. Newell went, to Brownsville,
Miss Newell accompanied him and
Miss Stanley was then pressed' into
service. Yesterday Miss Stanley re-
signed Ore substitution position and
Miss Cathey Thomas was put in her
place,
Superintendent
Superintendent Lieb continues very
poorly with an attack of asthma, but
i.; keeping at his desk. He exposed
himself Thanksgiving day white out
on his launch, and was vcry sick for
some days. •
•
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• POPULAR WANTS. •
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WANTED—Good solicitor, one
well acquainted, fraternalist prefered
—good pay. J. GRANT HIGH 713
Kentucky Avenue.
WANTED—An . experienced
,tenograpber. Apply by letter to
Biederman Distillery.
FOR RENT: Suds of mum. Sir
▪ ,flits. ApptytoLSh.Disliksia
FOR RENT: Might town
West Ead. AU modern intgesoommaa
Apply to L S DeEms
FOR REIT—Elegant data, Sev-
enth and Broadway. Apply so B. IL'
SCOTT.
FOR engraved cards, give your
2hristrnai order to Paducah Pristrag
nd Book-Binding Co. Phase ow
Export Accountant
Will post, examine, systematize ase
audit books by the day, week, or me
job. Terms Reasonable.
JOHN D. SMITH, Jr., ttS Fratern
ity building.
WANTED POE U. 3ARMY—
Alit-bodied nuenarried men between
sem of at and 36; citizens of UMW
States, of good character as tamp.-
arts habits, who can speak, read sad
writs allIglish. For informatioa ap-
es! to Recruiting Officer, New Rich-
mood Home, Padacah.
- 4
Those desiring photos for the holi-
days should come in at once.
RILEY & COOK STUDIO.
INVESTIGATION BEGINS.
Trying to Fix Responsibility for
Lam Thursday's Wreck.
Wathington. Dec: 3.—C. H. Ack-
ert, general manager of the road, and
F. H. Coapinan, superintendent of
the Danville Division of the Southern
Railway, will begin an investigation
scxlaY to determine officially the cause
of the wreck last Thursday in which
President Spencer and seven others
lost their lives. Operator G. T. Mat-
trox, who has been held responsible
for the disaster, will be present, as
will Operator Jacobs, at Lawyers.
The hearing, which will be private,
will be held in the general manager's
office, aRd a force of stenographers
will take the testimony. All the
ployes of the Southern who had a
thing to do with the handling of t
two trains, have been ordered to
in Washington today to testify. Ma ,
tox asserts he did not let train No. 37
-Into the block until he had been
given a clear track by the operator
at Lawyers, the next signal tower her
yond. Operator Jacobs of Lawyra
denies the statements of Mattox
declares that he received no re
of the movements of train No. 3,3,
•
Holiday Preparation
IT IS NONE TO EARLY TO DECIDE ON. WHAT T
GIVE CHRISTMAS TO THE VARIOUS MEMBERS OP YOU
FAMILY AND YOUR FRIENDS.
THE VARIETY IS GREA TER NOW THAN WHEN T
TMAS RUSH IS ON. UNDOUBTEDLY THE LA







We hae part of oar Christmas Books on display now. WM
oar Dolls out the first week in December. Will pat out oar N
ties and finer goods as soma as possibia.
D. E. Wilson
Book Musk Man
AT HAILBOUILS DILPAILTMENT ST0/42
•
•
wkkit. was struck by the Atlanta La-
takia'
Col. A. B. Andrews. first vice-presi-
del. will act as president of the




ot Between School Boys and Ns-
, groes in Memphis.
"Preinpfsis. Dec. 5.—A dozen school
s and as many negroes were in-
iss a race riot here yesterday
Moon in front of the Market-
public school. Edward Win-
ter, i'ityears of age, was struck on
the head by a rock thrown by a ne-s
irro and rendered unconscious, I.
injury is serious. Billy
minstrel troupe was passing by t
school just as the pupils were tunti
out. The white boys jeered at
blacks and one threw a rock.
erol fight ensued, and scores of
,roes °Mowing the minstrels joi
tr. The feachers and school
Wed to intervene, but in vain.
riot was reaching a critical at
'when Shtriff Frank L Moutev.
'as-rived on the scene and with dr
revolver forrld ,thR ipegroettpersc.
The newest and nobbiest thin
photos, the little platinum minatu
RILEY & COOK STUDIO
FOR THE BEST COAL ON THE MARKET
GENUINE1
fRADEWAT ER C AL
West_ Kentucky Coal Co.
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